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Abstract
Sweeping views of the Berkshires and miles of trails await guests at Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health in western Massachusetts, yet surprisingly few visitors venture outside. I collaborated with Mass Audubon to transform Kripalu’s grounds
from a beautiful backdrop viewed through the windows to an essential part of the guest experience. To accomplish this, I
conducted a rapid ecological assessment of the 125-acre property, mapped its network of trails, and piloted natural history
programs for guests. The rapid ecological assessment serves as a resource for Kripalu’s grounds staff and future educators.
To encourage more guests to venture outside, I collaborated with Kripalu’s grounds and marketing teams to design new
trail maps, signage, and a plan for increasing awareness of the property’s extensive outdoor opportunities. I also interpreted the landscape’s rich natural and cultural history during outdoor programs, summarized attendee evaluations, and made
recommendations that serve as the basis for future programs. Overall, the project catalyzed a mutually beneficial partnership between Kripalu and Mass Audubon, and clarified how nature fits in to Kripalu’s focus on health and its vision to
create a compassionate, connected world. Summary reports and new maps will guide Kripalu’s efforts to steward its land,
ensure that guests can access outdoor resources, and engage guests with the landscape through natural history programs.
Ultimately, this project strives to connect people to the ecosystems that sustain them.

Project Components
This project resulted in the creation of four seperate but closely related documents. At the project sponsors’ request, I
formatted the documents so that they could function as stand-alone reports. Each has its own table of contents, page
numbering, and references. They are all contained in this single Master’s Project document in the following order:

Rapid Ecological Assessment of the Kripalu Grounds: A Brief Natural and Cultural History
Engaging Guests with Nature at Kripalu: 2015 Natural History Pilot Programs and Recommendations
Engaging Guests with Nature at Kripalu: Trails Inventory and Management Plan
Sample Kripalu-Mass Audubon Graduate Project Proposal

Rapid Ecological Assessment of the Kripalu Grounds
A Brief Natural and Cultural History

Jessica Griffen
M.S. Natural Resources Candidate, Ecological Planning Program
Rubenstein School of the Environment and Natural Resources
University of Vermont

Produced for Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health and Mass Audubon
March 2016
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Introduction
Cognizant of the powerful draw of its beautiful Berkshires landscape, in 2015, Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health
initiated a partnership with neighboring conservation organization, Mass Audubon, and the University of Vermont
(UVM)’s Ecological Planning Program. In Kripalu’s words, “[we] would like to facilitate a deeper connection between Kripalu guests and the natural landscape. Situated among thousands of acres of wild lands in the heart of
the Berkshires, Kripalu has the potential to connect thousands of guests to the natural world each year, and that
potential is largely untapped.”
This report is one of three created during the 2015-2016 Kripalu-Mass Audubon-UVM partnership. The other
reports are Engaging Guests with Nature at Kripalu: 2015 Natural History Pilot Programs and Recommendations
(Griffen 2016a) and Engaging Guests with Nature at Kripalu: Trails Inventory and Management Plan (Griffen
2016b). During summer 2015, I lived at Kripalu and researched the natural and cultural history of the property. I
worked closely with Grounds Supervisor, Kevin “Moose” Foran, to understand his current management strategies
and challenges. This report summarizes my ecological research, and is intended as a brief introduction to the natural and cultural history of the Kripalu grounds. It is a resource for Kripalu’s grounds and marketing staff, future educators who deliver natural history programs at Kripalu, and any one curious to know more about the landscape.

Landscape Context
Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health is located on a 125-acre property in the town of Stockbridge, Massachusetts.
Kripalu lies in the heart of the scenic, gently rolling mountains of the Berkshires region of western Massachusetts,
nestled in the valley of the Hoosic and Housatonic Rivers. This Marble Valley, named for its calcium-rich, easily
eroded bedrock carved out by the rivers and ancient glaciers, is bordered by the Taconic Mountains to the west
and the Berkshire Highlands to the east (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The EPA divides Massachusetts into 13 ecoregions, based on similarities in geology, hydrology, climate
and species distribution. Kripalu is located in the Western New England Marble Valleys/Berkshire Valley/
Housatonic and Hoosic Valleys ecoregion. This valley is bordered by the Taconic Mountains to the west, and the
Berkshire hills to the east. Source: Mass Audubon, based on U.S. EPA Ecoregions.
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The Housatonic River Watershed
Kripalu is located in the Housatonic River watershed.
Housatonic is an anglicized version of the Mohican
name for the river, “usi-a-di-en-uk,” which means
“beyond the mountain place” (HVA, 2016). The
Housatonic River begins in western Massachusetts,
flows through Lenox and Stockbridge south through
Connecticut and empties to the Long Island Sound
(Fig. 2). The river runs for total of 149 miles (HVA,
2016). The Housatonic watershed drains 1948 square
miles (HVA, 2016). The northern section of the river
that flows through western Massachusetts and Connecticut, including Lenox and Stockbridge, is part of
the Upper Housatonic Valley National Heritage Area.
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) chemicals pose a
serious pollution concern in the Housatonic River.
PCBs were used as an industrial coolant beginning in
1929 until they were banned in the U.S. in 1977 (EPA,
2016). General Electric (GE) discharged PCBs into the
Housatonic River from a plant in Pittsfield, just north
of Lenox, for many years prior to the ban. Other industries along the river in Massachusetts also contributed to the PCB contamination. These toxic chemicals
are trapped in the river sediments and can persist for
decades. Since 1977, fishing and the consumption of
fish from areas of the Housatonic has been banned,
due to health concerns. According to the EPA, “PCBs
do not break down quickly once consumed; instead
they are carried up the food chain. Health effects
from PCBs have been linked to cancer and other serious effects on the immune system, reproductive system, endocrine system and other organs” (2016).

Fig. 2. Kripalu’s property is part of the Housatonic Watershed. The Housatonic River runs from western Massachusetts south through Connecticut to the Long Island
Sound. Source: Housatonic Valley Association (HVA).
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The EPA and GE reached a settlement agreement in
2000 to address PCB contamination in two miles of
the river in Pittsfield, and restoration of that section
is complete. Negotiations are currently underway for
restoring the “Rest of River.” The EPA issued a “Proposed Cleanup Plan” for public comment in June
2014, and an “Intended Final Decision” in 2015. Clean
up efforts are expected to last 13 years (EPA, 2014).

The Stockbridge Bowl
The retreat center is perched on a terraced, south-facing
slope, overlooking a great pond, the Stockbridge Bowl
(also called Lake Mahkeenac). Stockbridge Bowl refers
variously to the great pond, and to the bowl-shaped ring
of mountains that drain into it (Fig. 3). The Stockbridge
Bowl is dammed at its southern end, and drains south out
the Larrywaug Brook, which joins the Housatonic River in
Lenox. The earthen dam was built between 1880-1885
to provide water power to a mill downstream. An older
dam was located about 600 feet upstream, and its remains were removed in 1930 (Army Corps of Engineers,
1981).
A local nonprofit, the Stockbridge Bowl Association
(SBA), advocates for the protection of the lake. They initiated a Lake Management Program that was adopted by
the Town of Stockbridge. Their main objectives involve
removing sediments and combating an invasive species,
Eurasian Milfoil (SBA, 2015). Development around the
Stockbridge Bowl has increased surface water run-off, intensifying the sedimentation issue, and threatening the
overall health of the lake (SBA, 2015). Moose, Kripalu’s
Grounds Supervisor, serves on the board of SBA as a representative of Kripalu. More information is available on the
SBA website: http://www.thesba.org/

Fig. 3. This map reveals the mountains that drain
into the Stockbridge Bowl. Kripalu, outlined in
purple, is located on a south-facing slope at the base
of the Yokun Ridge. Map created by Jessie Griffen,
using data from Mass GIS. Property boundary is
approximate.

Regional Natural and Cultural History Overview
i. Precolonial Settlement
Evidence of human settlement of the Upper Housatonic River region, from south Pittsfield to north Lee, dates
back to at least 10,000 years before present (Simon, 2008). Kampoosa Bog, a calcareous fen located in the towns
of Stockbridge and Lee, is considered a highly significant archaeological site (and “one of the premier rare species
sites in Massachusetts”) (Coxe, 2003). Archaeologists believe Kampoosa Bog was used around 7,000 years ago as
a seasonal camp by nomadic people (Heinzman, 1999).
Not much is known about early inhabitants until the 1600s, when the Mohicans settled near the Housatonic River.
These people called themselves Muh-he-con-neok, “People of the Waters that are Never Still,” after the Mahicannituck, or Hudson River, of their homeland (Stockbridge-Munsee Community, 2015). They are referred to variously
as Mahikan, Mahican, and Mohican. Europeans arrived in their homeland, the Hudson Valley, in 1609. European
arrival and the ensuing fur trade fueled tensions between the Mohicans and their neighbors to the west, the Mohawks. This conflict drove the Mohicans to move east to the Housatonic River (Stockbridge-Munsee Community,
2015). One of the first historical records of the Housatonic Mohicans dates from 1676 (Starna, 2013, p. 180).
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ii. The Arrival of Colonists and the Industrial Age
In 1734, a missionary, John Sergeant, settled with the Mohicans in a village that would later be called Stockbridge,
and in 1738, they granted him permission to begin a Christian mission there (Stockbridge-Munsee Community,
2015). The colonists in Stockbridge sought partnership with the Mohicans to protect themselves against raids from
Native Americans allied with the French. In 1759, the English won the French and Indian War, and settlement of
the Berkshires intensified (Heinzman, 1999).
The Mohicans fought on the side of the colonists in the Revolutionary War, but shortly thereafter, they found
they “were not welcome in their own Christian village any longer” (Stockbridge-Munsee Community, 2015). They
relocated to Oneida land in New Stockbridge, New York, in the mid 1780s. Later, they were forced to relocate as
a result of President Andrew Jackson’s Indian Removal Act of 1832. Many settled in Wisconsin, where they were
joined by a group of Munsee. Today, many tribal members of Stockbridge-Munsee Band of Mohican Indians live on
the reservation of the Mohican Nation in northeastern Wisconsin (Stockbridge-Munsee Community, 2015).
European colonists cleared the forested Yokun Ridge to farm the land and to fuel industry. The area proved rich in
iron ore, and by 1825, 17 mines dotted the Ridge (Heinzman, 1999). Timber from the Ridge, made into charcoal,
fueled furnaces that smelted iron ore, including the Richmond Furnace. The Richmond Furnace burned 24 hours
per day at the height of its use during the Civil War, and continued to produce iron until just after World War I,
when newer technologies and cheaper ore elsewhere ended the era of iron ore on the Yokun Ridge (Heinzman,
1999). Farming in the region declined in the late 1800s after the opening of the Erie Canal, as farmers abandoned
the rocky hills of New England for the rich soils of Midwest.
iii. The Gilded Age
As farms were abandoned and the forest began to regrow in the late 1800s, the Berkshires entered a new era: the
Gilded Age. From the 1860s to the 1920s, the wealthy elite from Boston and New York, plus artists and authors including Nathaniel Hawthorne and Edith Wharton, established summer residences in Stockbridge and Lenox (Conry, 2008). These lavish “cottages,” more appropriately referred to as estates, showcased, “often ostentatiously,
the new wealth of America’s industrial and financial elite” (Heinzman, 1999). Kripalu’s grounds were part of the
Shadowbrook Estate during this era (see 19th and 20th Century Human Land Use History, p. 13-14).
iv. Current Landscape
Today, tourists flock to Stockbridge and Lenox to experience the arts and the natural scenic beauty of the Berkshires. Many Gilded Age estates have been preserved and
re-purposed, including Tanglewood, now the summer
home of the The Boston Symphony Orchestra, and Naumkeag, a National Historic Landmark owned by the Trustees
of Reservations (Fig. 4).
Much of the land in the region has been conserved by private land trusts and by public entities for parks and watershed protection (Fig. 5, p. 5). Mass Audubon owns Pleas- Fig. 4. Naumkeag, one of the Gilded Age “cottages” of Lenox, is known for its lavish gardens. Source:
ant Valley Sanctuary, a few miles north of Kripalu, and the
Steve Silk, lenoxhistory.org
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Fig. 5. Conserved land (shown in green) near Kripalu. Much of the land in Lenox and Stockbridge is publicly
owned, and has been conserved for watershed protection and for parks. The largest of public holding, October
Mountain State Forest, is about 5 miles east of Kripalu. The Yokun Ridge Reserve and Pleasant Valley Wildlife
Sanctuary were conserved by nonprofit land trusts, BNRC and Mass Audubon, respectively. 			
Source: MassOLIVER.

Berkshire Natural Resources Council (BNRC) owns the Yokun Ridge Reserve to the west. The town of Stockbridge
has conserved Gould Meadows, just east of Kripalu, and Kennedy Park, a few miles to the northeast. October
Mountain State Forest, the largest state forest in Massachusetts (16,500 acres), is about 5 miles east of Kripalu,
and Beartown State Forest (12,000 acres) is about 10 miles southeast of Kripalu (Mass DCR, 2016).

The Kripalu Grounds Site Assessment
Introduction: The “Layer Cake” Approach
UVM’s Field Naturalist and Ecological Planning Programs use a “layer cake” approach to landscape analysis. We
examine the physical, biological, and social “layers” of the landscape (including climate, geology, soils, hydrology,
vegetation communities, wildlife, and human land use history,) to understand how these forces change and shape
landscapes over time. In this site assessment, I present an overview of many layers of Kripalu’s grounds and some
of the ways they have interacted to shape the current landscape.
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Bedrock Geology
Kripalu’s property is underlain by two types
of metamorphic bedrock: pelitic and carbonate (Fig. 6). Pelitic rocks are composed
of fine grain (clay-sized) sediments. A very
small section of the northwest corner of
the property is underlain by the Everett
formation (C-Zev). The Everett formation
in this region caps Lenox Mountain, just
north of Kripalu, and is composed primarily of weather-resistant schist. Another pelitic rock formation underlays most of the
northwestern part of Kripalu’s property:
the Walloomsac Formation (Ow). The Walloomsac Formation is composed of metamorphosed sedimentary rocks, primarily Fig. 6. Bedrock geology map of Kripalu’s property. Ow and C-Zev
are pelitic rocks, while Ose and Ose+Osg+C-sb+C-sa are carbonate
calcareous schists and schistose marbles. rocks (explanations of units below in Table 1). Map created by Jessie
Griffen, using USGS Bedrock Geologic Map of Massachusetts (1984)

The Stockbridge Formation (Ose; Ose+Os- and data from Mass GIS. Property boundary is approximate.
g+C-sb+C-sa) that underlays most of Kripalu’s property is primarily composed of marble. Marble is metamorphosed limestone. The limestone formed from
calcium-rich skeletons and shells of marine organisms that fell to the bottom of a shallow sea that covered the
area about 520 million years before present (ybp) (Weatherbee, 1996, p. 5). Around 470 million ybp, heat and
pressure from the collision of tectonic plates changed limestone to marble and mudstones to schists , and uplifted
the Taconic Mountains just west of Kripalu.
Table 1 Explanations of the Geologic Map Units (Source: USGS Bedrock Geologic Map of Massachusetts (1983))
Map unit

Geologic
formation

Geologic period

Description

Ow

Walloomsac
Formation

Middle Ordovician Dark-gray, graphitic quartz phyllite and schist containing minor lenses of
limestone

Ose

Stockbridge
Formation

Ordovician

White to blue-gray and white layered calcite marble

Osg

Stockbridge
Formation

Ordovician

Blue and gray mottled limestone and calcite marble and beds of beige
dolostone

C-sb

Stockbridge
Formation

Cambrian

Beige, tan, and dark-gray weathering quartzose dolomite marble containing interbeds of black, green, and maroon phyllite and punky weathering
blue quartz pebble quartzite

C-sa

Stockbridge
Formation

Cambrian

White to light-powdery-blue-gray dolostone with disseminated grains of
quartz and prominent sprays of tremolite in higher-grade areas

C-Zev

Everett
Formation

Lower Cambrian
and Proterozoic Z

Predominantly dark-gray chloritoid-rich schist in Lenox Mountain
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Surficial Geology and Topography
Kripalu’s property is situated at the base of the Yokun Ridge and slopes down to the Stockbridge Bowl. The property has a south-facing aspect, with views of the Yokun Ridge to the west, Rattlesnake Hill to the southeast across
the lake, and the distinctive profile of Monument Mountain further south.
During the last ice age, about 20,000 ybp, the Laurentide Ice Sheet, miles thick in places, blanketed Canada and
much of the northern U.S., including New England, down to 150 miles south of Berkshire County (Weatherbee,
1996, p. 11). As glaciers moved slowly across New England, they rounded jagged mountain peaks and formed
“gentle U-shaped valleys” (Weatherbee, 1996, p. 7). They carried with them the rocks, boulders and sediments
that they eroded.
Kripalu’s entire property is mapped as glacial till on the general state surficial geology map. Glacial till is a jumbled,
unsorted mix of rocks and sediments, deposited by glaciers as they melted, retreated northwards and left Berkshire county by 14,000 ybp (Weatherbee, 1996, p. 11). The flora of the Berkshires, established after the retreat of
the glaciers, is young compared to southern regions that were out of reach of the glaciers. The USGS is currently
producing a more detailed map of the surficial geology of Massachusetts, but unfortunately, data for the Berkshires were not yet available as of March 2016.

Soils
At first glance at the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Soil Survey map of the property, there appears
to be great variety in the types of soil on Kripalu’s property (Fig. 7 and Table 2). Soil scientists use slope as a defining characteristic of different soil types (because of its importance in soil erosion and run-off, and its applications
for development). In regards to slope, there is great variety on the property. Over 25% of the property has steep
slopes greater than 15%, and these soils are highly prone to run-off.
In terms of texture, the soils are more homogeneous than the soil map appears at first glance. Most of the soils
on Kripalu’s property are loams, meaning they have a mixture of particle sizes (clay, silt and sand), and most are
fairly well-drained. The major exception is four acres of muck, very poorly drained soil made mostly of highly decomposed organic material, in the wetland near the Stockbridge Bowl. For detailed descriptions of each soil type,
including natural drainage and run-off classes, see NRCS Web Soil Survey, available online: http://websoilsurvey.
sc.egov.usda.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx.
As bedrock weathers, it contributes minerals to the soil which can significantly impact the soil’s acidity. While I did
not do a comprehensive soil analysis of the property, quick field checks of Kripalu’s soils support the hypothesis
that the parts of the property underlain by calcareous bedrock have richer soils (with higher pH). In the forested
area mapped as 505D (Fig. 7), I found loam with high pH (7.0), probably due to the calcium-rich marble bedrock.
The soil in the forest along the trail to Olivia’s Overlook (mapped as 502C) was a more acidic silt loam, with a pH
of 5.5.
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Fig. 7. Map of Kripalu’s soils, which are mostly loams except for mucks in the wetland (58A). A legend with
explanation of units is in Table 2, p. 9. Source: NRCS Web Soil Survey. Property boundary is approximate.
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Table 2 Soil survey map legend with explanation of the different soil types found on Kripalu’s property. Source:
NRCS Web Soil Survey.

Land Cover/Land Use
The retreat center property features a mixture of forest, wetland, and cultivated (lawn, meadow, orchard and garden) land cover, plus large paved parking areas, scattered buildings, a septic system with a leach field, and a small
beach on the Stockbridge Bowl.
I mapped the land use of Kripalu’s property (Fig. 8, p. 10). I used the same basic categories as the Massachusetts
Land Use (2005) data, with small modifications to customize the map for Kripalu. I did not rely on the state data
layer because it was mostly inaccurate for Kripalu’s property. Instead I used ortho imagery, state wetlands data,
and my own field data to create the map. An overview of each land use type follows.
i. Buildings
Kripalu has several buildings on its campus. The largest and most prominent is Shadowbrook, built in the 1950s as
a Jesuit monastery. For a map of the campus with buildings labeled, see Appendix A: Campus Map.
9

Fig. 8. Land use/land cover map of Kripalu’s property. Most of the property is forested or open space (lawn).
Parking and municipal areas on the property were intentionally left visible on the underlying ortho image.
The map was created by Jessie Griffen using ortho imagery, MassDEP wetlands (1:12,000), and other data from
MassGIS in combination with field data. Property boundary is approximate.

ii. Forest
Most of Kripalu’s forests can best be described as semi-cultivated. Native tree species, including sugar maple,
American beech, eastern white pine, eastern hemlock, basswood, black cherry, shagbark hickory and many more
grow alongside European beech cultivars that were likely planted during the property’s time as a Gilded Age estate. Most of the property was cleared in the 1800s, at least through the early 1900s, so the forest that has grown
back is not yet old (see 19th and 20th Century Human Land Use History, p. 13-14). The variety of tree species (30+)
in Kripalu’s forests is impressive, and is largely due to the presence of many cultivated species. Bishop’s goutweed
(Aegopodium podagraria), an invasive species, blankets the understory of large sections of the forest. There are
three plantations of Norway spruce on the property, and a sugar bush just west of the Hill House building.
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iii. Wetland
Kripalu’s property has wetlands near the Stockbridge Bowl and several intermittent streams. These wetlands are
some of the most ecologically sensitive areas on the property: they are mapped as NHESP Priority and Estimated
Habitat of Rare Wildlife, and Core Habitat and Critical Natural Landscape on BioMap2 (see p. 12). On the eastern
side of the Mahkeenac Trail, there is a forested swamp dominated by black ash and green ash that I believe warrants further study.
iv. Cultivated Meadow
Moose has recently converted large sections of Kripalu’s lawn to wildflower meadows. This reduces costs associated with mowing, and likely reduces surface water run-off to the lake. He planted three large meadows using seed
from American Meadows. Most of the flowers are non-native species common to gardens, such as ox-eye daisy
(Chrysanthemum leucanthemum) and sweet William (Dianthus barbatus). These meadows buzz with pollinators in
the summer, and Moose mows paths through them so that guests can enjoy the flowers.
In fall 2015, Moose and Kathi Hatch, a Kripalu donor and ardent supporter of my project, planted a new, all native
wildflower meadow next to the orchard. This meadow is intended to support native pollinators. We worked with a
local nonprofit, Project Native, to source a custom seed mix, after researching best practices. We intended this to
be the first of many native wildflower meadows on Kripalu’s property. The lawn just west of the Spruce Grove Trail
would also be an excellent site for a meadow.
v. Open Space (Lawn)
Kripalu maintains many acres of open space as lawn. The lawn in front of Shadowbrook affords a scenic view of
the Stockbridge Bowl, and many guests use the space for eating picnic meals, relaxing, and doing yoga. Eastern
cottontails and house sparrows abound. Moose has reported that maintaining so much lawn is time-intensive
and costly, and is experimenting with turning lawn to meadow. While the lawn does have positive uses, it could
be significantly reduced (reforested or converted to meadow) and still maintain key benefits. From an ecological
standpoint, this could have many benefits: increasing wildlife habitat value, reducing surface water runoff to the
lake, and reducing fossil fuel use associated with mowing.
vi. Orchard
According to Moose, the apple orchard was planted by the Jesuits who owned the property before Kripalu. The
spring flowers are beautiful, and fruit is plentiful in the fall.
vii. Contemplative Features
This is a land use category of my own making that seemed fitting for Kripalu. The southern feature is Kripalu’s
labyrinth, and the small square just east of the Shadowbrook building is the platform of a yoga tent that is used
during the summer. Kripalu also has a meditation garden located in a forested section of the property. The features
mapped here as “contemplative” are visible in ortho images.
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NHESP Priority and Estimated Habitats of Rare Wildlife
The Massachusetts Natural Heritage and
Endangered Species Program (NHESP)
maps Priority Habitats of Rare Species.
These Priority Habitats are protected under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA), and any activity which
may disrupt rare species’ behavior or habitat must be reviewed by the state.
The southern half of Kripalu’s property
overlaps with part of a Priority Habitat
area (Fig. 9). This area is also mapped as
an “Estimated Habitat Area of Rare Wildlife.” Estimated Habitat Areas, according
to NHESP, are “a sub-set of the Priority
Habitats, and are based on the geographical extent of habitat of state-listed rare
Fig. 9. Map of NHESP Priority and Estimated Habitats of Rare
wetlands wildlife” (NHESP, 2016).

Wildlife on Kripalu’s property. Map created by Jessie Griffen using
data from MassGIS. Property boundary is approximate.

BioMap2 Critical Natural Landscape and Core Habitat
The NHESP and the Nature Conservancy created BioMap2 in 2010 as a tool for prioritizing conservation and protecting biodiversity in Massachusetts.
BioMap2 identifies Core Habitats and
Critical Natural Landscapes. Core Habitat
identifies areas that are critical to conserving Species of Conservation Concern,
exemplary natural communities, and intact ecosystems (NHESP, 2012). Critical
Natural Landscapes are defined as “intact
landscapes that are better able to support
ecological processes and disturbance regimes, and a wide array of species and
habitats over long time frames” (NHESP,
2012).
Both Core Habitat and Critical Natural
Landscape have been identified on Kripalu’s property (Fig 10). Details about
the Core Habitat and the Critical Natural Fig. 10. Map of Core Habitat and Critical Natural Landscape idenLandscape blocks on Kripalu’s property tified in NHESP and TNC’s BioMap2. Map created by Jessie Griffen
using data from MassGIS. Property boundary is approximate.
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can be found in the NHESP’s BioMap2 report on Stockbridge (2012). The Core Habitat on Kripalu’s property is part
of Core 1833, which encompasses the entire Stockbridge Bowl and some of the surrounding wetlands. This area is
considered important aquatic and wetland habitat, particularly for the following Species of Conservation Concern:
Boreal Marstonia - small snails that live in calcium-rich water bodies
Hill’s Pondweed - an aquatic plant
Bridle’s Shiner - a minnow species
American Bittern - heron-like birds that nest in wetlands and are sensitive to disturbance
Clearly, the southern part of Kripalu’s property, especially the wetland, is particularly important ecologically and
deserves protection.

19th and 20th Century Human Land Use History
The history of Kripalu’s property mirrors
that of the region (p. 3-4). Kripalu’s property was cleared and farmed in the 1800s.
In 1844, Samuel Ward purchased the
property and had a mansion built called
Oakswood (approximately 100 yards east
of the ruins of the Shadowbrook Mansion) (Shea and Appleyard, 2009). Ward
sold the estate to Anson and Helen Louisa Phelps Stokes in 1892 (Shea and Appleyard, 2009). The Stokes purchased an
additional tract of land to create a large
estate, including what is now the Berkshire Country Day School north to Monk’s
Pond. In 1892-1893, the Stokes commissioned the construction of an enormous
summer residence on the property called
Shadowbrook (Fig. 12). A crew of workers
Fig. 11. The crew of workers who built Shadowbrook in 1892-1893.
(Fig. 11) blasted through bedrock to level
Photo: Gilder and Jackson (2011).
the site and construct the mansion (Shea
and Appleyard, 2009, p. 15). “In walking around it [Shadowbrook] you walk something over a quarter of a mile,”
and it briefly held the record as the largest private residence in the U.S. (Gilder and Jackson, 2011, p. 156). Monk’s
Pond on the Yokun Ridge was used as a reservoir to supply water to the estate, which was managed as a farm.
The Stokes lived at Shadowbrook only briefly, until Anson lost his leg in a horseback riding accident in 1899. They
sold the house and 358 acres in 1906 (Gilder and Jackson, 2011, p. 159), but retained some property by the lake
and the farm buildings, which later became the Berkshire Country Day School. Some of the Stokes descendants
still live locally.
Shadowbrook changed hands and eventually, the estate was sold to Andrew Carnegie in 1917, who lived there
until he died in 1919. The Jesuits, a Roman Catholic order of priests and brothers, bought Shadowbrook in 1922
13

from the Carnegie estate. In 1956, Shadowbrook burned down. Four Jesuits perished in
the fire. Plans and fundraising efforts to construct a new building were already underway
before the fire, because the “inadequacies of
the old house for its new purpose had become
too painfully evident to ignore” (Shea and Appleyard, 2009, p. 52-53). Construction of the
new building (that currently houses Kripalu)
was completed in 1958. In 1970, the Jesuits
relocated to elsewhere in Massachusetts; the
large new building “was conceived for an expanding number of vocations, which never be- Fig. 12. The outer stone walls and staircases remain as a remindcame a reality” (Shea and Appleyard, 2009, p. er of Shadowbrook, the Gilded Age mansion that was destroyed
by an accidental fire in 1956.
187).
The large brick building and property were left vacant for a number of years, and briefly considered as a site for a
state prison, although many in Stockbridge objected. Kripalu, an ashram in Pennsylvania at that time, was looking
for a larger facility. They bought the property in 1983 and renovated the building.
For more details on 18th and 19th century history, refer to Gilder and Jackson (2011) and Shea and Appleyard (2009).
I did not find information on human history specific to Kripalu’s property before 1844, although human land use
certainly pre-dates 1844. A more detailed study of the history of the property could yield interesting details about
Mohican and early colonial land use history, and more about the origins of some of the cultivars on the property.

Trails and Special Places on Kripalu’s Property
Note: This section is a brief overview of the trails and outdoor amenities at Kripalu. Refer to companion report,
Engaging Guests with Nature at Kripalu: Trails Inventory and Management Plan (Griffen, 2016b) for a detailed inventory, assessment, and management plan for Kripalu’s trails.
As of November 2015, Kripalu maintains a network of approximately 2.3 miles of trails on its 125-acre property
(see Appendix A: Campus Map). Visitors use Kripalu’s trail system to exercise, to explore the remnants of Shadowbrook, to take in vistas and to find quiet, contemplative spaces in nature. A total of approximately 11 miles
of additional trails are accessible on foot from Kripalu, in addition to the trails on the property (see Appendix B:
Trail Map). These publicly-accessible trails are maintained by the Berkshire Natural Resources Council (BNRC), the
Stockbridge Bowl Association, and the town of Stockbridge. Kripalu’s guided hiking programs take advantage of
these trail networks, and adventurous guests also embark on their own self-guided excursions on the trails.
The property features a diversity of destinations accessible by trail. Some of these places have specific programmatic use, while others are used by guests for self-guided exploration and meditation. Destinations include the
beach, a meditation garden, a labyrinth, wildflower meadows, and an outdoor yoga tent. For a complete list, see
“Special Places on Kripalu’s Property” in Griffen (2016b), p. 7-8.
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Integrating the Layers
The physical, biological and social layers of landscapes are deeply interconnected. Marble weathers easily and
adds calcium, an essential plant nutrient, to the soils. Some of tree species on Kripalu’s property, such as American
basswood, only grow in calcium-rich environments. Tom Lautzenheiser, Regional Scientist at Mass Audubon, sums
up the vital importance of the bedrock in shaping the geography and species distribution of the region in his Rapid
Ecological Assessment of nearby Pleasant Valley Wildlife Sanctuary: “These softer, calcareous bedrock types are
important in that their weathering pattern over millions of years is the dominant factor shaping the landforms […]
and their chemistry influences the availability of various elements in the environment. These factors, in turn, are
important in the distribution of species in the area” (2012). The Hoosic and Housatonic Rivers have slowly carved
the Marble Valley where Kripalu sits, and the Pleistocene glaciers also shaped the topography by eroding the softer
marble disproportionately compared to the harder schists of the mountains.
Social factors have also considerably influenced the current landscape. Remnants of the property’s past as a Gilded
Age Estate and later as a Jesuit novitiate (see p. 13-14) remain on the landscape for curious visitors to discover, including an apple orchard and horticultural specimen trees interspersed throughout the forest. The terraced slopes
of Kripalu’s grounds are no accident: workers blasted through bedrock to build Shadowbrook (She and Appleyard,
2009, p. 15). Invasive species are an additional enduring legacy of human land use, and management decisions will
continue to shape the landscape into the future.

Ideas for Future Research
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

This rapid ecological assessment did not include a comprehensive inventory of vegetation or wildlife, nor a
complete land use history, but these would certainly be excellent topics for further study.
A comprehensive ecological management plan for the property could help guide future management decisions, outline strategies for adapting to climate change, and ensure the protection of the ecological integrity
of the property and the Stockbridge Bowl.
Kripalu has recently converted significant acres of property from lawn to meadows, to reduce mowing labor
and decrease surface water run-off to the Stockbridge Bowl. I recommend expanding this effort by exploring
the possibility of reforesting areas of lawn, and planting more native wildflower meadows.
The swamp east of the Mahkeenac Trail deserves further investigation. Because it is not used for programs, I
did not spend much time there. It may be a natural community of conservation concern.
Most, but not all, dead wood has been removed from Kripalu’s forest, giving it a cleaner appearance. Leaving
more dead wood and standing snags could improve wildlife habitat.
Mass Audubon has been mapping and treating hardy kiwi, a suspected invasive vine that can have a choking
effect on forests. I found some in nearby Bullard Woods during summer 2015. I would suggest monitoring
Kripalu’s woods for this locally destructive species.
There are many interesting tree cultivars on the property that could be studied and documented.
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Appendix A: Campus Map
Kripalu’s newly redesigned campus map, created in collaboration with Kripalu’s marketing and grounds teams as
part of this project. The map distributed to guests measures 13” by 13”, and has been altered to fit this page.
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Appendix B: Trail Map
Kripalu’s newly redesigned topographic trail map, created in collaboration with Kripalu’s marketing and grounds
teams as part of this project. The map measures 13” by 13”, and has been altered to fit this page. Kripalu’s marketing team is currently adding copy and design elements, so the final map distributed to guests will be slightly
different.
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Executive Summary
“In yogic philosophy, Earth is our ‘larger body’; it requires the same care,
attention, awareness, and love essential to our ‘smaller [physical] body.’”
Stephen Cope, Kripalu Scholar-in-Residence
Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health, a nonprofit retreat center in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, offers programs to
thousands of guests per year. Programs address a wide range of health-related themes, from diet to exercise to
meditation.
A growing body of scientific literature connects exposure to nature to positive health outcomes. This research is
rooted in Harvard biologist E. O. Wilson’s biophilia hypothesis. Wilson’s idea is simple yet profound—for thousands
of years, humans lived and evolved in nature—not inside built, urban environments. Love of nature is encoded in
our genes. Small wonder, then, that scientists increasingly report positive health effects in association with exposure to nature, including lowered blood pressure and stress hormone levels (Sandifer et al., 2015).
In 2015, Kripalu initiated a partnership with Mass Audubon and the University of Vermont’s Ecological Planning
Program. As part of this partnership, I developed, piloted, and evaluated natural history programs at Kripalu under the guidance of Mass Audubon’s Berkshire Sanctuaries Director, Becky Cushing. This report documents pilot
programs, evaluations, and recommendations. Four different themes were developed and offered to guests as
R&R Retreat programs that lasted 60-90 minutes. Overviews of each theme follow in “Pilot Programs at a Glance”.
Detailed outlines of each theme are included in “Appendix A,” so that Kripalu and Mass Audubon can duplicate
or build on them. All programs received positive reviews, as documented in “Evaluation of Pilot Programs”. Many
survey comments echoed one guest’s request to “Keep offering programs and walks about [the] environment.”
In light of the positive feedback from participants, I recommend that Kripalu continue to offer natural history
programs in partnership with Mass Audubon. Beyond offering health benefits to participants, natural history programs help Kripalu fulfill its vision “to create an awakened, compassionate, and connected world.” An awakened,
compassionate, and connected world includes appreciation for the natural systems that sustain us: forests and
wetlands that purify our air and water, soil that nourishes our fruits and vegetables, and plants that we depend
on for fiber and medicine. As Kripalu’s Scholar-in-Residence, Stephen Cope, eloquently states, “care, attention,
awareness, and love” for the Earth are embedded in yogic philosophy.
As a well-respected, science-based conservation organization known for delivering high quality educational
programs, Mass Audubon is an ideal partner for leading natural history programs at Kripalu. By working together,
both organizations could take advantage of co-branding to reach a wider audience. Themes of sensory awareness, connectedness, and gratitude that are emphasized in yoga are also present in many forms of natural history
practice. These intersecting themes could be the foundation of future programs that artfully blend natural history and yoga. Kripalu and Mass Audubon plan to offer their first integrative weekend program, Birding and Mindfulness, in summer 2016, as a result of the success of the pilot R&R programs documented here.
Programs that integrate yoga or contemplative practice with natural history have the potential to foster a deep
sense of connectedness. As Kevin “Moose” Foran, Kripalu’s Grounds Supervisor, has said, “What happens in Mother Nature is not separate from human nature.” In a time when our planet is increasingly threatened by climate
change, development, and a burgeoning human population, restoring connection to the natural world is not only
beneficial to our health—it’s essential to our sustainability.
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Pilot Programs at a Glance
Introduction
During summer 2015, I developed and piloted four distinct outdoor natural history-themed programs in collaboration with Mass Audubon. These programs were offered as part of Kripalu’s R&R Retreats. R&R Retreat guests
design their own experience at Kripalu—they choose from a variety of workshops, outdoor activities, and yoga
classes. I offered programs one to two times per week to these guests. My programs lasted 60-90 minutes—the
same duration as typical R&R offerings.
In all programs, I integrated themes and analogies from my yoga practice. This was my way of establishing common
ground with a diversity of guests, and connecting to their larger experience at Kripalu. To connect to Kripalu’s mission, I reinforced themes of sensory awareness, connectedness, and gratitude that are emphasized in yoga. I found
that facilitating “sit spots,” a practice promoted by naturalist Jon Young and the Wilderness Awareness School,
effectively bridged natural history and yoga. In yoga, practitioners tune their awareness in to their inner landscape:
their thoughts and their physical body. During sit spots, I asked them to instead heighten their awareness of the
outer landscape. This focused outdoor observation could be considered a type of meditation, and guests responded positively to the practice (see Evaluation, p. 4).
In support of Mass Audubon’s vision, the pilot programs had at their core the goals of inspiring appreciation and
respect for the natural world and illuminating ecological connections and complexity. The final program I developed, Meander in the Meadow, incorporated a citizen science project. In addition to fostering appreciation and
respect for native plants and pollinators, this program went a step further to inspire specific action: planting native
flowers as pollinator habitat.
Overviews of the four different programs are presented here. Complete outlines of each program are included in
the Educator Resource Guide in the Appendix.

Listening to the Trees
Duration: 90 minutes
Overview: This guided trail walk highlighted
the historical and ecological significance of
trees on Kripalu’s property. Guests learned
basic tree identification through a hands-on,
multi-sensory team challenge. They individually observed the forest during a sit spot, then
shared their observations with the group. Topics of discussion included wildlife habitat, Berkshires landscape history and reforestation, invasive species, and the property’s history as a
Gilded Age estate—all prompted by observing
Fig. 1. Kripalu’s forest features an unusual mix of native trees
the trees.
and horticultural specimens that intrigue novices and experts.
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Sunrise Birding Walk
Duration: 60 minutes
Overview: We gathered just before dawn to walk to the lake front and see the sunrise. Then, we practiced using
peripheral vision to detect birds. Guests individually observed bird activity in the wetlands or on the water. As a
group we shared observations, and I answered questions and showed photos of some of the birds that we heard.
We stopped to visit an active yellow-bellied sapsucker nest on the return walk.

Guided Nature Walk
Duration: 60-90 minutes
Overview: I experimented with several different approaches under this general theme. In the most successful version, I introduced
guests to the natural history of the Berkshires, told stories from my
own sit spots, demonstrated some sensory awareness activities,
led guests on a trail walk to the conserved woods adjacent to the
property, and facilitated individual sit spots. We then shared observations from our sit spots and hiked back. At certain locations and/
or times of day, intense mosquitoes prevented us from sitting still,
but flexibility in the program description allowed us to adapt to the
conditions.

Fig. 2. Guests expressed amazement
at how many more newts they noticed
after simple sensory awareness activities
during Guided Nature Walk.

Meander in the Meadow
Duration: 90 minutes
Overview: An introduction to the ecology of Kripalu’s meadows.
Guests learned about pollination syndromes through a plant-pollinator matching game. We discussed and observed ecological
implications of Kripalu’s decision to convert areas of lawn to
meadow, and the impact of planting native vs. nonnative flowers
in gardens. We explored themes of herbivory, pollination, basic
botany, and conservation while wandering through the meadow
and looking closely at flowers in bloom. At the end of the program, guests learned to distinguish types of pollinators, then observed a flower and counted pollinator visits to contribute data to
the Great Sunflower Project, a national citizen science project. In
anticipation of future programs, Kripalu Grounds Supervisor Kevin
“Moose” Foran planted an all native wildflower meadow in fall
2015 with the help of project supporter Kathi Hatch, using seed
from local nonprofit Project Native. This garden will provide habitat for native pollinators, demonstrate Kripalu’s commitment to
stewardship, and hopefully inspire guests to plant native flowers.
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Fig. 3. Guests learn how flowers have
evolved to attract certain insects and animals by matching plants to their pollinators
during Meander in the Meadow.

Evaluation of Pilot Programs
Methods
Here I report quantitative data that I tracked on the pilot programs, and qualitative feedback from participants. To gather the qualitative feedback, I combined
program evaluation surveys that Mass Audubon and Kripalu currently use into a
brief survey that I asked guest to complete at the end of my programs (see Appendix B). This survey served both as a formative and a summative assessment
tool. During the summer, I used it to gather feedback from guests and adjust my
programs accordingly. Here, I report results of the survey in my summative evaluation of the overall quality and impact of the programs.
Collecting feedback from guests that experienced my programs provided valuable
insight. At the same time, Kripalu shared my concern that administering a survey
could mar the experience of guests on vacation. For this reason, I kept my survey
concise and voluntary. Stephen Daoust, Director of R&R Retreat and Healthy Living Programs at Kripalu, assisted with survey development. I collected evaluation
surveys after 7 of 15 programs. A total of 57 participants completed surveys.

Pilot Programs
by the numbers...

135

total participants

15

total programs offered

1-22

group size range

9

average number of
participants per program

Results
Pilot natural history programs, offered in partnership with Mass Audubon during summer 2015, received rave
reviews from participants. Many guests asked on their surveys for more similar offerings at Kripalu, with numerous specific requests for programs about birds, wildlife, conservation and plants. Guest comments written on the
surveys included, “This walk was perfect!” “Keep offering programs and walks about environment,” and “I had a
great time, it really added to the Kripalu experience!”
i. Program Quality
Most guests rated their overall experience, program content and instructors as “excellent” (Fig. 4). Most (89%)
reported that the overall level of the program was “just right,” while 11% thought it was “too basic.”
Overall

Content

2%

Instructor(s)

2%
9%

19%

26%

70%

79%

excellent

very good

91%
good

fair

poor

Fig. 4. Graphs showing the percentage of guest responses to survey questions that asked them to rate the quality
of their overall experience. The majority (> 70%) rated all three aspects of the programs as “excellent”.
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ii. Program Impact
Program goals included inspiring appreciation and respect for the natural history of Kripalu’s landscape, and illuminating ecological connections and complexity. I hoped that participants would walk away with new knowledge of
Kripalu’s natural history, how the landscape has changed over time, and what distinguishes the Berkshires region
from other places in New England.
To evaluate whether participants gained new knowledge during the programs, participants were asked “How
much do you agree or disagree that this program introduced you to the natural history of Kripalu’s landscape or
deepened your existing knowledge?” 93% agreed that their knowledge increased (Fig. 5).
Ideally, participants would also be inspired to share what they learned and take action after attending a program—
for example, they may want to plant native flowers in their garden after attending Meander in the Meadow, or continue to develop a sit spot practice on their own. Over 75% of participants agreed that they were inspired to share
what they learned and take action (Fig. 5). Although we cannot know whether they followed through, survey
responses are a promising indication of program impact. For ideas about increasing program impact, see p. 7-8.
Fig. 5. Survey responses to questions that addressed program impact. Results are reported as percentages of a
total of 57 responses. Participants were asked, “How much do you agree or disagree that this program...”
“...introduced you to the natural
history of Kripalu’s landscape or
deepened your existing knowledge?”

“...inspired you to share what
you learned/experienced with
your community?”

“...inspired you to take an action
that reflects what was learned?”

2%

2%
7%

12%

21%

77%

86%

93%

neither agree
nor disagree

agree

disagree

iii. Program Timing, Attendance and Group Size
For future planning efforts, the table below summarizes the timing, attendance, and group size data for the different programs offered in 2015.
Program title

Start times

Duration

# times offered

Average group size

Total # participants

Listening to the Trees

9 am, 2 pm

90 min

5

10

52

Early Bird Sunrise Walk

5 am, 5:30 am

60 min

4

3

11

Guided Nature Walk

2 pm, 7:30 pm

60-90 min

4

12

47

Meander in the Meadow

2 pm

90 min

2

13

25

All programs

-

-

15

9

135
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Lessons Learned: A How-to Guide for Mass Audubon and Kripalu Coordination
Group size: A good maximum for most outdoor programs is 20 per leader; an ideal group size is 8-14. Guests do
not sign up for most R&R programs in advance, so attendance varies. I recommend having two leaders per program
who can split the group in half if necessary. I also recommend against trying to walk and talk with a big group on
the trails, because inevitably the back of the line won’t be able to hear. Instead, plan places to stop and gather as
a group.
Program timing: Plan on an hour and a half at minimum for outdoor programs, but consider trying 2-3 hour offerings. R&R time slots to avoid: Friday and Sunday afternoons during check in and check out; 7:30-8:30 pm, when
mosquitoes can be intense. Ideally, strive to compliment other programs on the R&R schedule and not compete
for the same guests by avoiding time conflicts with other outdoor programs.
Program planning: Meeting in person with the R&R team (Stephen Daoust, Ellen Rose Cunningham, Silvia Eggenberger and Allison Haas) to get oriented was key. Planning typically happens months in advance; they were flexible
since I was developing programs. The R&R team likes to offer a variety of programs to guests, who mostly stay for
a weekend or 5 days, so they do not offer any theme more than once per week.
Program names and advertising: R&R program listings are posted on the walls and at the front desk three days in
advance. Monthly R&R schedules of activities are also posted online two months in advance. Kripalu offers many
R&R programs each day, so space on the single sheet of paper that lists daily activities is limited. Word count maximum is 45, though sometimes only the program name is listed. The program name and description serve dual
purposes: marketing and setting appropriate expectations. This can be difficult to accomplish in so few words! At
first, I tried to be creative and write descriptions in a similar style to other R&R programs. This proved confusing
for guests, who came with differing expectations. I recommend keeping descriptions straightforward and communicating the overall pace or mileage of the program (see examples for each program in Appendix A). Occasionally, I
had guests who expected a vigorous hike and were disappointed, at other times, guests were surprised to encounter moderate slopes. A more general description (for an example, see Guided Nature Walk, p. 16) proved useful at
times, so that I could change location or content depending on weather, group size and mosquitoes.
Meeting place: The front lobby worked well—communicate this in the program description.
Safety: Kripalu has first aid kits, walkie-talkies, bug spray, and sunscreen available for outdoor leaders in Room 261
(ask for key access). Ask for a copy of Kripalu’s Presenter Handbook and Employee Safety Handbook to see their
policies and procedures. I always brought my phone, and would have called or radioed Campus Safety if any issues
arose (413-448-3230).
Supplies: For sit spots, I cut old yoga mats into thirds, and had guests carry them. If we consistently offered programs with sit spots in the same place, it may be preferable to store mats in a waterproof container, rather than
asks guests to carry them. The front desk has flashlights. Usually, the Production Support department handles
supplies—you’ll need to coordinate with them in advance through R&R for things like pens & clipboards. I found it
easier to manage the supplies that were only for my programs (the mini yoga mats, surveys, etc.) myself.
Rain and Mosquitoes: are inevitable in the summer. Kripalu does not cancel outdoor programs unless there is
thunder and lightning. The summer forecast is unreliable. I always showed up, and made the final call when the
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program was scheduled to begin. If it started to rain during the program, I asked the group whether they wanted
to continue, and welcomed people to return to the building if they wanted to. Mosquitoes were intense at times;
it was helpful to keep people moving and offer bug spray.
Sunrise and birding: I had very small (but enthusiastic!) groups for sunrise walks, perhaps due to early start times
(5-5:30 am). Sunrise or early morning bird walks in shoulder seasons could draw a lot more guests. The Mahkeenac
Path through the wetlands to the lake is an awesome place to bird.
Keep in mind: Kripalu’s guests are a diverse group of adults, with extremely varied outdoor experience, fitness levels, and natural history knowledge. They are on vacation, so I tried to keep programs fun, interactive, and relaxed,
and make everyone feel comfortable. I tried to strike a balance between delivering information and fostering
nature connection—different people wanted different amounts of each. Overall, I was delighted by how engaged
and enthusiastic guests were.

Recommendations and Conclusion
R&R Pilot Programs Recommendations
All four pilot programs received positive feedback from the survey, and overall, guests seemed to enjoy having an
option to do outdoor natural history programs during their summer R&R retreats. I would recommend repeating
Listening to the Trees and Meander in the Meadow in future summers. Both were rich in content, well-developed,
popular, and made great use of Kripalu’s grounds.
While most guests were new to natural history and ecology, there was occasionally an expert in the crowd. I
recommend planning programs to cater to novices in natural history, while including some options for additional
challenge or depth to accommodate the more experienced participants. We experimented with a variety of start
times for programs, and found 9 am and 2 pm worked best. Ideally, most outdoor programs require at least 90
minutes, and could easily be expanded to 2-3 hours.
The Early Bird Sunrise Walk had the lowest attendance overall, probably due to its early start. However, the guests
who did participate responded enthusiastically. Because so many guests specifically requested birding programs
on their surveys, I would recommend trying that program in the late spring and early fall, when the sun rises at a
more reasonable time and more migratory birds may be present.

Transforming Awareness to Action: Increasing Program Impact
The pilot programs had at their core the goals of inspiring appreciation and respect for the natural world and illuminating ecological connections and complexity. Ideally, participants would be inspired to take action based on
what they learned. Rather than simply hope that this will happen, there are many ways to explicitly encourage the
transfer of increased awareness to personal action, and provide opportunities for participants to follow up or learn
more. After learning about ecological issues, many guests will want to know what they can do to help. Program
leaders should anticipate this, and offer discussion, ideas, and resources.
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I offer the following recommendations to increase program impact and help guests transform their new awareness
into action:
1. Provide resources and opportunities to join larger conservation efforts. We offered rack cards about
Mass Audubon’s Pleasant Valley Wildlife Sanctuary. I also recommend bringing a mailing list sign up sheet,
and mentioning upcoming events.
2. Set an Intention. Leave time to facilitate an explicit, action-oriented discussion at the end of programs.
Offer concrete options for simple, helpful actions to empower people without overwhelming them. Promote actions that can be framed as win-wins: for example, leaving a small section of lawn to grow into
wild meadow could reduce mowing labor and cost, and increase pollinator habitat. Many Kripalu teachers
ask their students to set an intention at the end of class, as a way to carry what they learn into their daily
lives. This works well in nature programs, too.

Ideas for Additional Natural History R&R Programs
The options for offering outdoor natural history programs on Kripalu’s landscape are nearly limitless. Many guests
specifically requested programs about birds, wildlife, conservation, and plants. In August, I recommend a wild
edibles walk along the Walsh-Charcoal Trail Loop. I found wintergreen (edible berries, steep leaves for tea) and
black and yellow birch (tap and process sap, steep twigs for tea) along the trail. Edible blueberries, huckleberries
and dewberries abound along the ridge. Kripalu was particularly excited about offering a star gazing program, but
light lingers well past quiet hours during the summer. This would be an excellent program to try on crisp, clear fall
nights.
Different seasons offer different opportunities—the table below presents additional program ideas.
Season

Theme

Suggested location

spring

frogs and salamanders

wetland below the south parking lot
(with landowner permission)

spring

maple sugaring-themed walk

old sugar bush near the Hill House

spring

ephemeral wildflowers

Eagle’s Nest Loop Trail

spring

bird language mapping

Brother’s Trail or Eagle’s Nest Loop Trail

summer

wild edibles

Charcoal-Walsh Loop Trail

fall

migratory bird watching

lower Mahkeenac Trail

fall

foliage

Olivia’s Overlook

fall

star gazing on crisp, clear nights

south lawn

fall

wild harvest: masting trees, autumn fruits and flowers

grounds and orchard

winter

animal tracks and sign

BNRC trails

For additional ideas about birding programs at Kripalu, see Early Bird Sunrise Walk, p. 14-15. To see maps of locations, refer to companion report, Engaging Guests with Nature at Kripalu: Trails Inventory and Management Plan
(Griffen, 2016a).
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“Kripalu Approach” Programs that Integrate Nature and Health
There are many compelling health-related reasons to encourage guests to go outdoors in general (not just to
study natural history), which I summarize in the companion literature review. Recent systematic literature reviews
suggest that exercising outdoors can have additional health benefits compared to exercising indoors (Bowler et
al., 2010; Thompson Coon et al., 2011). The most commonly reported added benefits of exercising outdoors vs.
indoors are psychological, including “greater feelings of revitalization and positive engagement, decreases in tension, confusion, anger, and depression, and increased energy” (Thompson Coon et al., 2011). Most studies included in these reviews compare walking or running outdoors to indoors; none examined practicing yoga outdoors vs.
indoors. The Kripalu Institute for Extraordinary Living (KIEL), a scientific network convened by Kripalu to sponsor
and disseminate scientific research on yoga, could scientifically evaluate the potential additive benefits of practicing yoga outside. KIEL also translates research into evidence-based “Kripalu Approach” programs. The next Kripalu
Approach program could integrate health research on benefits of nature exposure.

Conclusion
In light of guests’ positive reviews of pilot programs, and many survey responses that called for additional nature
programming, I recommend that Kripalu continue to expand its outdoor natural history offerings for R&R retreat
guests. As a well-respected, science-based conservation organization known for delivering high quality educational programs, Mass Audubon is an ideal partner for leading natural history programs at Kripalu. Their professional
staff has the level of expertise that guests expect at Kripalu. By working together, both organizations could take
advantage of co-branding to reach a wider audience.
I recommend that Kripalu and Mass Audubon also consider working with an additional “naturalist-in-residence”
graduate student, who could offer more R&R Retreat programs while consulting on other nature-related projects
at Kripalu. For a sample graduate project proposal, see Sample Kripalu-Mass Audubon Graduate Project Proposal
(Griffen, 2016c).
Kripalu and Mass Audubon plan to build on our pilot programs and offer a three day Birding and Mindfulness-themed
retreat in summer 2016. Piloting a full weekend-long program dedicated to integrating natural history and contemplative practice is a natural next step for the partnership. Themes of sensory awareness, connectedness and
gratitude that are emphasized in yoga are also present in many forms of natural history practice. These intersecting themes could be the foundation of future weekend or week-long programs, like Birding and Mindfulness, that
artfully blend natural history and yoga.
Many of Kripalu’s yoga teachers are also skilled outdoor guides, and some have a keen interest in natural history.
They would be ideal candidates to co-lead integrative programs with Mass Audubon’s staff. Programs that integrate yoga or contemplative practice with natural history have the potential to foster a deep sense of connectedness to the world. As Kevin “Moose” Foran, Kripalu’s Grounds Supervisor, has said, “What happens in Mother Nature is not separate from human nature.” In a time when our planet is increasingly threatened by climate change,
development, and a burgeoning human population, restoring connection to the natural world is not only beneficial
to our health—it’s essential to our sustainability.
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Appendix A: Educator Resource Guide
This guide contains complete outlines for all four 2015 pilot programs. The outlines are intended to provide enough
detail to allow a trained, knowledgeable naturalist to replicate or adapt the programs for continued use.

Listening to the Trees
R&R program description: On this 1.5 mile guided walk, join Mass Audubon naturalists to discover the story of Kripalu as told by the trees. Sharpen your sensory awareness by learning the basics of tree identification, and deepen
your connection to the natural world through quiet observation. Please wear comfortable walking shoes.
Total time: 90 min (could easily fill two hours)
Suggested limit: 20 guests per leader
Equipment: First Aid kit, walkie-talkie, bug spray, cell phone, water, binder with maps & photos, Mass Audubon
flyer to distribute afterwards, yoga seat pads for guests (optional)
Wear: Mass Audubon shirts, name tags, close-toed shoes
Meet inside at front lobby
Arrive 15 minutes early to greet guests. Explain that we’ll be walking in the woods over gently hilly terrain, make
sure all have appropriate footwear, water, and something to sit on (optional).
Introduction – 10 min
Start on the south lawn, looking out at Stockbridge Bowl
-Introduce ourselves, a word about Mass Audubon/Pleasant Valley
-Go over the plan for the walk, welcome questions
-A word about safety in the outdoors (mosquitoes, water, sunscreen, ticks)
-Brief yogic centering (if Kripalu yoga teacher is present to facilitate)
-Landscape context: “An Ecologist’s Centering”
Tell story of yoga teacher with mantra of “You are here, the time is now,” and what that means to an ecologist
looking out at the view:
“You are here” Show map of the Berkshires, introduce Marble/Berkshire/Hoosic
Housatonic Ecoregion, explain each term, and
that calcium rich soils derived from the marble
bedrock make the Berkshires special. Calcium
can be considered a super-food, like kale, for
plants. Berkshire County has the richest floral
diversity in Massachusetts.
“The time is now” Tell short story of how
the landscape has changed, from 520 million
years ago when limestone formed at the bottom of a shallow sea, to orogenies that metaFig. 6. Historical photo of the view from the North Gate House morphosed limestone into marble, to the Pleisto the Stockbridge Bowl. Notice that Rattlesnake Hill and many
tocene glaciers that eroded soft marble valley
areas in the foreground have been cleared for pasture. Photo
and smoothed over the topography, to forests
courtesy of Kevin Foran, source and exact date unknown.
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that the Mahicans inhabited, to 1800s peak of deforestation (Fig. 6) to current reforestation and conservation efforts (see detailed explanation, see Griffen 2016b).
Walk to Mahkeenac and Shadowbrook Trail Junction - 3 min
Tree Species Challenge – 12 min
-Ask the group to tune their senses to the trees around them and sharpen their observational skills. The challenge
is to find as many different tree species as they can (split into teams as necessary). They do not need to know the
names of species they are looking at, the goal is to see how many different species they can find. Set boundaries
for the area, and a time limit. Tree trunks must be larger than a plate’s circumference.
-Debrief as a group: What clues were you using to tell different tree species apart? What sense(s) were you relying
on to observe the trees and distinguish species? Did you notice anything you had not noticed before? Did anyone
feel the leaves? Smell the twigs?
-Tree species within sight of this junction: sugar maple, Norway maple, shagbark hickory, black cherry, Eastern
white pine, Eastern hemlock, red pine, American beech, black locust (native to some parts of N. America, but considered invasive in Massachusetts)
-As time and interest allow:
Demonstrate basic id characters and ways to distinguish the species they found with visuals:
		
• broad leaf vs. needle
		
• simple vs. compound (maple/beech vs. locust)
		
• leaf shapes: oval vs. obovate (hickory) vs. lobed
		
• margins: entire vs. toothed
Share natural history fun facts about the trees they found
Discuss native vs. nonnative tree species (Norway maple, black locust)
Continue walk along Mahkeenac Trail to Sugar Maple Trail– 10 min
I’d often ask guests to look for trees that don’t seem to belong in the forest, or wildlife sign. This works especially
well for those in the group who already know some tree identification. They were usually able to notice cultivars
that were planted when the property was a Gilded Age estate.
Points of interest along the way:
• Tulip poplars – show photo of flowers, part of the Magnolia family
• Large sycamore and sugar maples – notice planted in a row, lining the path
• European beech, Fagus sylvatica varieties including:
		
o Copper beech – Fagus sylvatica (Atropurpurea Group)
		
o Fern-leaf beech – Fagus sylvatica var. heterophylla ‘Asplenifolia’
		
o Weeping beech – Fagus sylvatica ‘Pendula’
• English oak
• Snags with woodpecker activity, downed wood: introduce these as wildlife habitat, explain that the
Grounds Supervisor intentionally leaves these in the forest, he calls them “bird and breakfasts”
Sit Spot* – 20 min
*This activity has been adapted from Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature by Jon Young, Ellen Haas, and Evan
McGown. See the book for ideas and details on how to facilitate; especially the page numbers referenced.
-Introduce Sit Spot as a practice, with short story from own experience – 5 min (p. 35-40)
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-Focus on deepening visual and auditory awareness. Explain and demo (p. 300-305)
		
-“owl eyes” for detecting movement
		
-“deer ears” for enhancing auditory capacity
-Offer options: can venture off out of sight or stay nearby, sit or stand
		
-if buggy, they could even walk slowly/quietly, suggest “fox walking” (p. 310-313)
-Individual Sit Spots – 10 min
-Group debrief – 5 min (p. 41-44, 296-300)
What senses did you rely on? Did you notice anything surprising? Did you notice any clues about past use of the
land?
Camperdown Elm – 5-10 min
Does this tree look like any trees we have seen so far? Are there any others like it around here? Invite all to feel the
leaves, observe the tree closely. Then share a bit of the history of the tree, and the Shadowbrook estate.
Background information:
Camperdown Elm – Ulmus glabra ‘Camperdownii’
The Camperdown Elm, Ulmus glabra ‘Camperdownii’, is a cultivated tree, and it can’t reproduce from seed. Camperdown Elms are a variety of Wych elm (also called Scotch Elm), which is native to Europe. This tree was grafted
from a peculiar tree in Scotland, discovered at the Earl of Camperdown’s house around 1850. In the late 1800s, it
became fashionable to graft Camperdown Elms in elite gardens, estates and Arboretums in the U.S. The presence
of this tree hints at this land’s past as an elite estate.

Fig. 7. Historical photo of the Shadowbrook estate. Photo: Gilder and
Jackson (2011), p. 151.

Shadowbrook Estate
In the late 1880s, this area of the Berkshires became popular with the wealthy elite and intellectuals (e.g. Nathaniel Hawthorne), who built large “summer cottages” like this one. Kripalu’s land was part of a large estate owned
by Anson Phelps Stokes, a New York banker and railroad owner and his wife, Helen Louisa (Shea and Appleyard,
2009). They commissioned the construction of an enormous mansion on the property in 1892-1893 (Fig. 7). “In
walking around it [Shadowbrook] you walk something over a quarter of a mile,” and it briefly held the record as
the largest private residence in the U.S. (Gilder and Jackson, 2011, p. 156). The Stokes lived here only briefly, until
Anson lost his leg in a horseback riding accident on the property in 1899 (Gilder and Jackson, 2011). Shadowbrook
was sold in 1906, although some of the Stokes descendants still live locally. Eventually, the estate was sold to Andrew Carnegie in 1917, who lived here until he died in 1919. The Jesuits, a Catholic order of monks, bought the
estate in 1922 from Mrs. Carnegie. In 1956, the mansion burned down. Four Jesuits perished in the fire. Plans and
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fundraising efforts to construct a new building were already underway before the fire, since the “inadequacies of
the old house for its new purpose had become too painfully evident to ignore” (Shea and Appleyard, 2009, p. 5253). Construction of the new building (that currently houses Kripalu) was completed in 1958. In 1970, the Jesuits
relocated to elsewhere in Massachusetts; the large new building “was conceived for an expanding number of vocations, which never became a reality” (Shea and Appleyard, 2009, p. 187). The large building and property were
left vacant for a number of years, and briefly considered as a site for a state prison, although many in Stockbridge
objected. In 1983, Kripalu moved here from Pennsylvania. For more on Kripalu’s natural history, see Griffen 2016b.
Walk back to South Lawn – 5 min
Closing Circle – 5 min
Thank all for coming, welcome feedback, mention that we have more information available about Mass Audubon.
Resources and References
Tree identification and natural history:
Maine Forest Service. 2008. Forest Trees of Maine. Centennial Edition.
Fagus sylvatica, Fagus sylvatica (Atropurpurea Group), Fagus sylvatica var. heterophylla ‘Asplenifolia’,
		
Fagus sylvatica ‘Pendula’ in Missouri Botanical Garden Plant Finder
http://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderListResults.aspx?letter=F
Sibley, D.A. 2009. The Sibley Guide to Trees. Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
Ulmus glabra ‘Camperdownii’ in Michigan State University Plant Encyclopedia online.
		
http://www.saylorplants.com/pd.asp?pid=1934
Ulmus glabra ‘Camperdownii’ in Missouri Botanical Garden Plant Finder
		
http://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderDetails.aspx?kemper
		
code=c157
Berkshire Natural History:
Griffen, J. 2016b. Rapid Ecological Assessment of the Kripalu Grounds: A Brief Natural and Cultural History.
		
University of Vermont.
Laubach, R. 1992. A Guide to Natural Places in the Berkshire Hills. Berkshire House Publishers, Stockbridge,
MA. pp. ix-xxvi, 86-91.
U.S. EPA Ecoregions map of Massachusetts, 1999. Available online MassGIS Oliver Viewer.
		
http://maps.massgis.state.ma.us/map_ol/oliver.php
Shadowbrook Mansion history:
Gilder, C.B. and Jackson, R. 2011. “Shadow Brook: Residence of Anson Phelps Stokes and Helen Louisa
		
Phelps Stokes,” chapter in Houses of the Berkshires 1870-1930. Acanthus Press, New York, NY. pp.
		
151-160.
Shea, F. X., and J. A. S. J. Appleyard. 2009. The Shadowbrook Fire. New England Jesuit Province History.
		
Book 4. Elephant Tree Press, Watertown, MA.
Facilitating sit spots:
Young, J., Haas, E., and McGown, E.2010. Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature. Second Edition.
		
Owlink Media, Shelton, WA.
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Early Bird Sunrise Walk
R&R program description: Begin your morning with an invigorating walk to the lake to greet the sun. Linger to enjoy the sunrise, then tune into the dawn chorus of birds before returning in time for morning yoga. (Short version:
Greet the sun, walk to the lake and listen to the dawn chorus of birds.)
Total time: 60 min
Start time: Timing of this program will change as sunrise changes. Over the summer, my start times ranged from 5
to 5:30 am. The walk may be more popular in other seasons, when the sun rises at a more reasonable hour.
Suggested limit: 20 guests per leader
Equipment: First Aid kit, walkie-talkie, bug spray, cell phone, water, binder with maps & photos, Mass Audubon
flyer to distribute afterwards
Wear: Mass Audubon shirts, name tags, close-toed shoes
Meet inside at front lobby
Arrive 15 minutes early to greet guests. Explain that we’ll be walking in the woods over gently hilly terrain, make
sure all have appropriate footwear.
Introduction – 5 min
Walk to front lawn, looking out at Stockbridge Bowl
-Introduce ourselves, a word about Mass Audubon/Pleasant Valley
-Go over the plan, welcome questions
-A word about safety in the outdoors
-Offer bug spray as needed
-Centering activity led by Kripalu yoga teacher (as available)
Walk down South Drive to Lower Mahkeenac Trail – 10 min
I led visitors down the South Drive, rather than across the dewy lawn. We kept our feet dry and had a lovely view
of the Stockbridge Bowl. Sometimes, we walked silently on the way down, which guests seemed to enjoy. Common
species you may encounter here: cedar waxwing (often flock on crab apple trees on lawn), house sparrow, tree
swallow, barn swallow (look for nests on Shadowbrook).
Continue on Mahkeenac Trail to Lake – 10 min
This part of the trail is surrounded by wetlands—a great place to see and hear birds! Common species you may encounter here include: ovenbird, red-eyed vireo, common yellowthroat, veery, oriole, red winged blackbird, yellow
warbler, yellow-bellied sapsucker. At the beach, you may see: great blue heron, Canada goose, tree swallow, barn
swallow. As we heard or saw birds, I showed guests a large photo of the bird, and shared some natural history fun
fact about it.
Introduction to Birding: How to Tune in to the Dawn Chorus – 5 minutes
*This activity has been adapted from Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature by Jon Young, Ellen Haas, and Evan
McGown. See the book for ideas and details on how to facilitate; especially the page numbers referenced.
-Introduce concept of bird language, explain calls vs. songs (p. 336-342)
-Introduce Sit Spot as a practice, with short story from own experience (p. 35-40)
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-Focus on deepening visual and auditory awareness. Explain and demo (p. 300-305)
		
-“owl eyes” for detecting movement
		
-“deer ears” for enhancing auditory capacity
-Offer options: can venture off out of sight or stay nearby, sit or stand
		
-if buggy, they could even walk slowly/quietly, suggest “fox walking” (p. 310-313)
Individual Observation – 5 min
Guests choose to position themselves along the trail to individually, silently observe birds in the wetland, or watch
them on the lake front.
Group Debrief – 5 min
Walk back to Kripalu – 20 min
Depending on time and guest interest, we either walked the Mahkeenac Trail, the shortest route back, or wandered up the Sugar Maple Trail and across the Shadowbrook Trail back. I was lucky to find a yellow-bellied sapsucker nest along the Mahkeenac Trail, so I always stopped there to let the guests observe the bird feeding its young.
They loved hearing the babies and watching the woodpecker feed on the tree.
Additional Ideas to Build on Birding at Kripalu
• Introduce binoculars, with tips on how to adjust, focus, and find birds. Integrate yoga awareness of body
to increase binocular endurance. Tuck your tail bone, reach your crown to the sky to lengthen your spine,
relax your shoulders down your back.
•Map bird language, an activity developed by naturalist Jon Young. He is collaborating with National Audubon to offer Bird Language Leaders Workshops. See http://birdlanguage.com/bird-language-leaders/
• Visit Pleasant Valley Wildlife Sanctuary: Kripalu does have limited transportation available for guest programs, and a longer program may benefit from spending the afternoon at the Sanctuary.
•Kripalu’s grounds as a conservation lab: Coordinate with Grounds on building habitat for birds. This could
include leaving more coarse woody debris in the forest, and designating the wetlands as bird breeding
habitat to discourage any future development. Guests could assist with conducting bird surveys on the
property, and building and monitoring bluebird boxes. The possibilities are endless!
Resources and References
Bird identification and natural history:
All About Birds (online). Cornell Lab of Ornithology. https://www.allaboutbirds.org/
Bird language and facilitating sit spots
Young, J. Bird Language: Revealing the Secrets of Nature (online). http://birdlanguage.com/
Solomon, C. When birds squawk, other species seem to listen. May 18, 2015. New York Times online. 		
		
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/19/science/decoding-the-cacophony-of-birds-warning-calls.
		
html?_r=0
Young, J., Haas, E., and McGown, E.2010. Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature. Second Edition.
		
Owlink Media, Shelton, WA.
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Guided Nature Walk
R&R program description: Explore Kripalu’s trails and forests on a gentle walk with Mass Audubon naturalists.
Sharpen your sensory awareness through quiet observation and deepen your connection to the beautiful Berkshires landscape.
Total time: 60-90 min
Suggested limit: 20 guests per leader
Equipment: First Aid kit, walkie-talkie, bug spray, cell phone, water, binder with maps & photos, Mass Audubon
flyer to distribute afterwards, yoga seat pads for guests (optional)
Wear: Mass Audubon shirts, name tags, close-toed shoes
Meet inside at Front Desk
Arrive 15 minutes early to greet guests. Explain that we’ll be walking in the woods over gently hilly terrain, make
sure all have appropriate footwear.
Introduction – 10 min
Walk to orchard, looking out at Stockbridge Bowl
-Introduce ourselves, a word about Mass Audubon/Pleasant Valley
-Go over the plan, welcome questions
-A word about safety in the outdoors (mosquitoes, water, sunscreen, ticks)
-Brief yogic centering (if Kripalu yoga teacher is present to facilitate)
-Landscape context: “An Ecologist’s Centering” introduction to the Berkshires with maps (see p. 10 for details)
Warming up the Senses – 15 min
*The following activities have been adapted from Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature by Jon Young, Ellen
Haas, and Evan McGown. See the book for ideas and details on how to facilitate; especially the page numbers referenced.
The focus of this program is on deepening sensory awareness, trying a sit spot, and sharing your experience with
the group, so I explained each technique in depth, with a story from my experience, and then had guests practice.
We spent more time and went more in depth on these activities during this program than we were able to during
Listening to the Trees or Early Bird Sunrise Walk.
-Focus on deepening visual and auditory awareness. Explain and demo (p. 300-305)
		
-“owl eyes” for detecting movement
		
-“deer ears” for enhancing auditory capacity
-Minimize the amount of disturbance you create when you enter the forest to maximize wildlife viewing
		
-explain bird calls as the forest’s alarm system
		
-practice “fox walking” as slowly and quietly as possible (p. 310-313)
Walk Brother’s Trail to sit spot area – 20 min
-either Shadow Brook crossing by field if time, or first Shadow Brook Crossing by stairs, or old offshoot of Kripalu’s
trail
Individual Sit Spots – 20 min
Introduce Sit Spot as a practice, with short story from own experience – 5 min (p. 35-40)
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-reminder to use owl eyes, deer ears, fox walk if buggy
-Individual sit spots – 10 min
-Group debrief – 7 min (p. 41-44, 296-300)
What did you notice? Were there any changes over time, from when you first arrived to the last few minutes? How
did you feel/how was the experience for you? Did you notice anything surprising?
Walk back to South Lawn – 20 min
Closing Circle – 5 min
-Encourage re-visiting their sit spot (or another spot they like) while at Kripalu. This is a practice they can take home
with them, as a sort of triple elixir for health: they’ll get exercise through walking, a chance to quiet their mind, and
time in nature, which has been shown to lower stress.
-Ask guests to set an intention: what will they take from this experience back into their lives?
-Thank all for coming, welcome feedback, mention that we have more information available about Mass Audubon
if anyone is interested.
Resources and References
Facilitating sit spots:
Young, J., Haas, E., and McGown, E. 2010. Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature. Second Edition.
		
Owlink Media, Shelton, WA.
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Meander in the Meadow
R&R Program description: Join Mass Audubon naturalists to explore Kripalu’s wildflower meadows. Discover the
life that abounds there, and learn about Kripalu’s efforts to create habitat for pollinators. Please wear comfortable
walking shoes.
Total time: 90 min (could easily fill two hours)
Suggested limit: 20 guests per leader
Supplies: From Room 261: First Aid kit, walkie talkie, bug spray, sunscreen; Instructors bring: hand lens, meadow
flowers guide, bumblebee field guide, Mass Audubon butterfly laminate, butterfly field guide, Newcomb’s Wildflower Guide, cell phone; for each guest: seat pads (optional), survey, data sheet; from Programming Support:
clipboards, pens
Wear: Mass Audubon shirts, name tags, close-toed shoes
Meet inside at Front Desk
Arrive 15 minutes early to greet guests. Explain that we’ll be walking over gently hilly terrain to the meadow, make
sure all have appropriate footwear.
Introduction – 10 min
Walk to front lawn, looking towards Meadow
-Introduce ourselves, a word about Mass Audubon/Pleasant Valley
-Go over the plan, welcome questions
-A word about safety in the outdoors (mosquitoes, water, sunscreen, ticks)
-Brief yogic centering (if Kripalu yoga teacher is present to facilitate)
-Pause to listen and look at the lawn, what plants and animals do we see? Do we hear a hum of insects?
Plants and Pollinators: Introductory Matching Activity – 10 min
Walk down lawn towards meadow, gather in open space west of meadow and labyrinth entrances.
-Introduce pollination: What is pollination? How does pollination happen? Flowering plants and insects have been
co-evolving for millions of years. Sometimes these relationships are very specialized.
-Plant Pollinator Matching Game: shuffle and distribute large photos of plants with distinctive pollination syndromes, and their corresponding pollinators, to guests, and ask them to try to mingle and find their match. Facilitate by assisting confused guests or giving clues.
-Debrief: go over the pairs one at a time, ask participants why they matched up, and explain the patterns. Then
explain that not all plant pollinator interactions are this specialized... bumble bees and honey bees tend to be
generalist foragers. They visit flowers to gather nectar (carbs) and pollen (protein). They do tend to focus on one
plant species at a time, which is good for pollination.
-Why is pollination important? More than one third of the food we eat depends on pollinators. They contribute
more than $24 billion dollars annually to the US economy.
Wildflowers and Pollinators (25 min)
-Walk through meadow, encourage observation, welcome questions
-Begin on west side of meadow and hedgerow
-Notice insects eating leaves of wild grape (native) vs. honeysuckle; introduce concepts of native vs. introduced
vs. invasive species
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-Stop to look for monarch sign on milkweed. Introduce this specialized relationship and monarchs’ ability to sequester toxins from milkweed, which protects them from predators; their warning coloration sends a message to
potential predators that they are poisonous; famous for migration to Mexico
-Walk to the paths through the larger wildflower meadow on the east side of the labyrinth
-Stop to look at Echinacea purpurea through a hand lens, introduce the idea of compound flowers
-echinos = Greek for hedgehog, probably named for prickly bracts
-purple ray flowers, dark cone flowers that bloom sequentially, starting from outside circle and working
their way in, first staminate then pistillate
-dried flowers and leaves, also roots used in herbal medicine to bolster immune system and fight colds
-Notice that some plants are in flower, others are in fruit/seed: talk about importance of having a food 			
source for pollinators available throughout the season
Great Sunflower Project Citizen Science Activity – 30 min
Invite guests to observe and record pollinator visits to flowers for the Great Sunflower Project. Their Pollinator
Friendly Plants Program is a nationwide effort to collect data about which plant species support pollinators. They
aim to use the data to develop region-specific lists of what to plant to best support pollinators.
-Introduction (10 min)
Great Sunflower Project and purpose: pollinators in decline
Offer option to contribute to this citizen science project, or opt to take a sit spot or wander independently
Distribute data sheets and teach basic pollinator morpho-identification
Explain protocol, answer questions (see Meander in the Meadow Data Sheet, p.21-22 )
-Data Collection (10 min)
Once everyone has found their own flower to observe, announce start time and ask participants to begin recording visits. Instructors should walk around and assist with flower species identification and answer questions while
participants observe. After 5 to 10 minutes, announce end time, and ask participants to stop counting visits and
wait where they are. Make sure all flower species identifications have been confirmed on data sheets, then collect
data sheets.
-Group debrief (10 min)
Answer questions, ask participants how they felt about the experience. Thank them for contributing, and remind
them of the purpose of the study. Did they notice anything surprising? interesting? Can they think of a simple action they could take to support pollinators? Ideas:
-increase pollinator habitat: change lawns to meadows, plant a variety of native wildflowers to feed the
native pollinator population
-minimize our use of pesticides and herbicides, be sure that seeds we buy have not been treated with
neonicotinoid pesticides
-support diversified organic farmers (they grow a variety of crops and avoid synthetic chemicals)
-participate in Citizen Science projects like the Great Sunflower Project
Walk back to South Lawn – 10 min
Closing Circle – 5 min
-Ask guests to set an intention: what will they take from this experience back into their lives?
-Thank all for coming, welcome feedback, mention that we have more information available about Mass Audubon
if anyone is interested.
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Appendix B: Evaluation Survey
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Appendix C: Article on natural history programs in Kripalu’s Impact magazine
Kripalu published this article about the pilot natural history programs in its 2015/2016 issue of Impact (p. 16).
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Preface
On my first visit to Kripalu, I set out to find Monk’s Pond and Olivia’s Overlook, map in hand. My attempted route
to reach Olivia’s Overlook felt harrowing: a narrow, shoulder-less stretch of Richmond Mountain Road. My map did
not show the beautiful, quiet trail through the woods leading to my destination. I am not alone in my experience
of losing my way at Kripalu—I directed many lost and confused guests over the summer of 2015. Getting lost not
only detracts from an otherwise restorative experience at Kripalu, it also presents a significant safety concern.
In 2015-2016, I worked closely with Kripalu and Mass Audubon to resolve navigation difficulties, and more broadly, to transform Kripalu’s grounds from a beautiful backdrop viewed through the windows to an essential part of
the guest experience. This report is intended to guide Kripalu’s efforts to ensure that guests can safely and easily
access outdoor resources, to steward its land, and to engage guests with the landscape.
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Executive Summary
Cognizant of the powerful draw of its beautiful Berkshires landscape, in 2015, Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health
initiated a partnership with neighboring conservation organization, Mass Audubon, and the University of Vermont
(UVM)’s Ecological Planning Program. In Kripalu’s words, “[we] would like to facilitate a deeper connection between Kripalu guests and the natural landscape. Situated among thousands of acres of wild lands in the heart of
the Berkshires, Kripalu has the potential to connect thousands of guests to the natural world each year, and that
potential is largely untapped.”
Nature is essential to the Kripalu experience. Miles of well-maintained trails on the 125-acre property lead visitors
through tranquil forests to the lake front, meditation garden, historical ruins, and an immense network of hiking
trails on adjacent conserved land. These features are part of a long list of outdoor amenities that promote health
and relaxation, and provide an inspiring and calming setting for meditation and yoga. Yet many guests spend the
entirety of their visit indoors, and some are unaware of all the opportunities that await them on Kripalu’s grounds.
Others have a less-than-serene experience on Kripalu’s trails—I directed many lost and confused guests over the
summer of 2015. Getting lost not only detracts from an otherwise restorative experience at Kripalu, it also presents
a significant safety concern.
In 2010-2012, graduate students at the Conway School worked with Kripalu to produce several landscape management documents, including a Landscape Wayfinding Plan (Pottern and Wright, 2012). Their report articulates
the need for better wayfinding on Kripalu’s property, and outlines design alternatives. When I arrived at Kripalu in
summer 2015, few of their recommendations had been implemented, and Kripalu had made significant changes
to its property since the report’s publication.
During 2015-2016, I worked closely with Kevin “Moose” Foran, Grounds Supervisor, to map and document Kripalu’s outdoor resources, and understand why the Conway School’s recommendations had not yet been implemented. Moose had a vision of adding signs to the trails and sharing the property’s remarkable stories with guests. This
project acted as a catalyst to begin to implement his vision. Here, I present the results of our collaboration and a
plan to create lasting change.
This Trails Inventory and Management Plan is one of three reports intended to guide Kripalu’s efforts to connect
guests to the landscape that were created during the Kripalu-Mass Audubon-UVM partnership. The other campanion reports are Engaging Guests with Nature at Kripalu: 2015 Natural History Pilot Programs and Recommenda2

tions (Griffen 2016a) and Rapid Ecological Assessment of the Kripalu Grounds: A Brief Natural and Cultural History
(Griffen, 2016b).
This report is divided into three sections: an Inventory, an Assessment and a Management Plan. The Inventory
documents the trails and the outdoor amenities at Kripalu, with information that Kripalu can use for marketing,
including trail mileages and suggested hikes. The Assessment reports the current state of the trails, and identifies
concerns. The Management Plan presents goals and strategies to improve navigation, protect ecological integrity,
increase access, and enrich guests’ experience of nature at Kripalu through interpretation. Kripalu has co-created
the overall vision, and has already begun to implement key recommendations from this report.
The essence of our plan to solve navigational difficulties is this: Kripalu should apply the same level of care, intention and professional design to its outdoor landscape as its indoor landscape. Navigating the maze of hallways
inside the retreat center could be just as confusing as trying to navigate the trails outdoors—except that at each
junction indoors, user-friendly maps and clear signs direct guests. Kripalu’s marketing team is now applying that
same design expertise and creative vision to the trail system. To launch this initiative, I collaborated with Kripalu’s grounds and marketing teams. We named the trails, created two new maps for guests, and began installing
directional signs on the trails. For the long-term success of the project, I recommend that grounds and marketing
continue to collaborate regularly: grounds can update marketing about changes to the outdoors, so that marketing
can update maps and signage accordingly.
Solving Kripalu’s wayfinding problem is an essential first step towards connecting guests to the landscape. Equally
important, Kripalu can operationalize its values through exemplary ecological management. Kripalu’s vision is to
create an “awakened, compassionate, and connected world.” People in an awakened, compassionate, and connected world appreciate, respect, and steward the ecosystems that sustain them. Moose embodies Kripalu’s vision—he has worked in dedicated service to the land for over thirty years. To enhance his existing efforts to steward the grounds, I analyzed the land from an ecologist’s perspective. The Management Plan documents strategies
and resources to minimize the ecological impacts of building and maintaining trails, and identifies areas of ecological significance on the property that could be negatively impacted by new development.
To fully realize Kripalu’s potential to connect guests to the natural world, I recommend increasing access to the outdoors. Many guests are unaware of the extent of the outdoor resources available, or how to use them. There are
no universally accessible trails or sidewalks on the property, and stories of the landscape’s rich natural and cultural
history remain largely untold. The final section of this report includes strategies to increase access and awareness,
and enhance guest experience through interpretation.
The 2015-2016 partnership between Kripalu, Mass Audubon, and UVM’s Ecological Planning Program made great
progress in addressing the concerns identified in the Assessment, particularly in the realm of navigation. Our 20152016 partnership has provided Kripalu with resources and maps to protect the ecological integrity of its property,
and strategies to increase access to the outdoors. Ultimately, I recommend that Kripalu continue this partnership,
in order to implement universally accessible and interpretive trails. Mass Audubon has successfully added both
types of trail at many of its wildlife sanctuaries, and could guide a future resident UVM graduate student in creating a similar, yet customized, trail for Kripalu. For a sample graduate project proposal, see companion document,
Sample Kripalu-Mass Audubon Graduate Project Proposal (Griffen, 2016c). This would be a cost-effective means
to bring further professional consultation to Kripalu’s trail system, and to help Kripalu realize its full potential to
connect guests to nature.
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Exploring the Kripalu Grounds: Trails Inventory and Management Plan
I. Trails Inventory
i. Introduction and Landscape Overview
Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health is located on a 125acre property in the town of Stockbridge, Massachusetts. Kripalu lies in the heart of the scenic, gently rolling
mountains of the Berkshires region of western Massachusetts, nestled in the valley of the Hoosic and Housatonic Rivers. This Marble Valley, named for its calcium-rich, easily eroded bedrock carved out by the rivers,
is bordered by the Taconic Mountains to the west and
the Berkshire Highlands to the east. Stockbridge is located in the Housatonic River watershed.
The retreat center is perched on a terraced, south-facing
slope, overlooking a great pond, the Stockbridge Bowl
(also called Lake Mahkeenac). Stockbridge Bowl refers
variously to the great pond, and to the bowl-shaped ring
of mountains that drain into it (Fig. 1). The Stockbridge
Bowl is dammed at its southern end, and drains south
out the Larrywaug Brook, which joins the Housatonic
River in Lenox.
The retreat center property features a mixture of forest,
meadow, wetland, lake front, and cultivated habitats.
Fig. 1. This map reveals the mountains that drain
The property’s time as a Gilded Age estate and later as a
into the Stockbridge Bowl. Kripalu, outlined in
Jesuit novitiate shaped the current landscape, and rempurple, is located on a south-facing slope at the base
nants of its past remain on the landscape for curious visi- of the Yokun Ridge. Map created by Jessie Griffen,
tors to discover, including mansion ruins and horticultural using data from Mass GIS. Property boundary is
approximate.
specimens interspersed throughout the forest. For a more
detailed account of the natural and cultural history of the
property, see companion report Rapid Ecological Assessment of the Kripalu Grounds (Griffen, 2016b).
ii. Methods
During summer 2015, I lived on site at Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health and thoroughly explored the network of
trails on its property and on neighboring land. I worked closely with Grounds Supervisor, Kevin “Moose” Foran, to
document these trails and understand his current management strategies and challenges.
I mapped the trails using a Garmin Oregon GPS. I fine-tuned my map by comparing my GPS data to satellite imagery, topographic contours, and hydrography using ArcGIS mapping software and data obtained from Massachusetts Office of Geographic Information (Mass GIS). All trail data are my own, except for the Berkshire Natural
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Resource Council trails data, which were generously shared by Doug Bruce. In November 2015, I visited Kripalu to
field check my maps and confirm them with Moose. Approximate trail distances were measured in ArcGIS using
planar measurement of GPS tracks. Trails are current as of November 9, 2015.
I also researched trail sign, building, and maintenance best practices promoted by project partner Mass Audubon
and the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation. Here I summarize my research, and recommend strategies to apply these best practices to Kripalu’s trails.
iii. Trails on Kripalu’s Property
As of November 2015, Kripalu maintains a network of approximately 2.3 miles of trails on its 125-acre property.
With approximately 40,000 guests per year, these trails are used extensively.
Kripalu’s trails serve many purposes:
• program use (such as guided hiking, forest meditation, nature walks, historical tour of the property, etc.)
• access to outdoor programs (such as kayaking on the lake)
• access to areas of interest on the property (such as the labyrinth and beach)
• access to trails on neighboring land
• self-guided exercise or relaxation
• access to buildings across campus used by staff (Hill House, North Gate House)
Kripalu’s named trails are shown on the map of Kripalu’s campus (Fig. 2, p. 6), along with additional trails used
mostly by staff.
iv. Suggested Hikes on Kripalu’s Trails
The most commonly used routes are the Mahkeenac Trail to the lake, the Upper Mahkeenac-Sugar Maple-Shadowbrook Loop, and the Orchard Path, used to access trails on adjacent land. The following descriptions of suggested hikes are provided as a reference for Kripalu’s marketing team. Additional routes on Kripalu’s property with
approximate lengths and distances can be found in Table 1 , p. 6.
Mahkeenac Trail to Kripalu Beach: This walk begins at the trailhead on the east side of Kripalu’s
main building. The trail follows an intermittent stream through the woods, down to the south entrance of Kripalu. Then the trail crosses Rt. 183, and continues on an old road that leads through a
forested wetland (a great place to see birds) to the beach. This gentle path is approximately a half
mile long, and takes 20-25 minutes one way.
Upper Mahkeenac-Sugar Maple-Shadowbrook Loop (Shadowbrook Historical Loop): This loop
begins at the trailhead on the east side of Kripalu’s main building. Start on Mahkeenac Trail and
follow an intermittent stream through the forest. Turn left up Sugar Maple Trail, an allée lined with
stately old sugar maples. Take a left on to the Shadowbrook Trail, which leads past fields to the
foundation of the old Shadowbrook mansion, a Gilded Age estate that burned down in 1956, and
the Camperdown Elm, an elm cultivar with an umbrella-shaped canopy that many consider sacred
and beautiful. This popular loop is approximately 1.15 miles long, and takes about forty-five minutes to complete.
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Fig. 2. Map of trails on Kripalu’s campus. Map created by Jessie Griffen using field data collected 2015 and data
from Mass GIS. Property boundary is approximate.
Table 1 Approximate lengths and distances of trails on Kripalu’s property.
Trail Name

Approx. length
(one way)

Time to walk Description
(one way)

Kripalu Meditation
Path

.25 mile

10 min

Winds up behind the Earth’s Altar to Swami Kripalu’s Meditation
Garden.

Shadowbrook Trail

.47 mile

15-20 min

Crosses fields and forest, passes by the ruins of the Shadowbrook
Mansion and the Camperdown Elm, and connects with the Mahkeenac Trail and the Sugar Maple Trail.

Mahkeenac Trail
Upper Section
Lower Section

.58 mile
.25 mile
.33 mile

20-25 min

The shortest route from Kripalu to the beach. Follows an intermittent stream through the woods, then crosses Route 183 and turns
into an old road leading through a wetland to the lake.

Sugar Maple Trail

.43 mile

15-20 min

Along Route 183, lined with old sugar maple trees (and the occasional sycamore), connects the Mahkeenac Trail and the Shadowbrook Trail.

Spruce Grove Trail

.1 mile

10 min

A short walk beginning in a meadow, leading to a Norway spruce
grove where there are yoga platforms.
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v. Special Places on Kripalu’s Property
Visitors use Kripalu’s trail system to exercise, to explore the property’s rich cultural history, to take in vistas and
to find quiet, contemplative spaces in nature. The property features a diversity of destinations accessible by trail.
Some of these places have specific programmatic use, while others are used by guests for self-guided exploration
and meditation. For more detail on the natural and historical places listed here, refer to companion report Rapid
Ecological Assessment of the Kripalu Grounds: A Brief Natural and Cultural History (Griffen 2016b).

Fig. 3. Map of special places and buildings on Kripalu’s campus. Photos and descriptions follow. Map created by
Jessie Griffen, using field data collected in 2015 and data from Mass GIS. Property boundary is approximate.

Contemplative Places
1) Swami Kripalu’s Meditation Garden – a quiet stone garden lined by hemlocks, used for meditation.
2) Labyrinth – A garden labyrinth used for walking meditation.
1

Natural Places
3) Orchard – Planted by the Jesuits, priests and brothers who owned
the property before Kripalu. An apple orchard with an amazing view of the
Stockbridge Bowl, and the trailhead to access the BNRC trails (see vi., p. 9)
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Natural Places (continued)
4) Native wildflower meadow – New addition in 2015, planted near the
orchard as a demonstration garden with all native wildflowers intended to
attract pollinators. Photo not yet available.
5) Wildflower meadows – Recent additions to the property, with sea- 5
sonally mowed paths that invite guests wander to take in the blooms.
Programmatic Places
6) Beach – Private lake front beach with swimming area. Many guests visit
on their own to relax, read or swim. Kayak and stand up paddle board programs launch from here.
7) Yoga tent – Seasonal tent for outdoor yoga.
6

Historical Places
8) Shadowbrook / The Mansion Lawn – Site of an immense Gilded Age
estate, Shadowbrook—the largest private residence in the United States
at the time it was completed in 1894. The mansion burned to the ground
in 1956. The site is now a flat, open lawn with stone ruins that hint at the
scale of its former grandeur.
9) Camperdown Elm – An old elm tree with gnarled, weeping branch- 7
es. A horticultural specimen that was likely grafted from a peculiar elm
on the Earl of Camperdown’s estate in Scotland in the late 1800s. Many at
Kripalu consider the tree sacred. Some meditate under its thick umbrella-like canopy.
10) East Gate House / East Drive Entrance – The stately entrance to the
former estate. Stone walls of the old gate house remain. The drive winds
serenely past gardens, the mansion lawn, and forest to Kripalu’s main entrance.
8
Kripalu Buildings
11) Main building – Also called Shadowbrook, a former Jesuit novitiate,
now the locust of all activity at Kripalu. All guest services happen here:
dining, accommodations and most programs. Many staff offices are also
in this building.
12) The Annex – Built in 2009 as additional guest housing and program
9
space. Connected by hallways to the Main Building.
13) Hill House – Administrative use. Grounds and marketing are
housed here.
14) Brook House – Administrative use.
15) North Gate House – Currently used as intern housing.
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vi. Trail Networks Connected to Kripalu’s Property
A total of approximately 11 miles of additional trails are accessible on foot from Kripalu, in addition to the trails on the
property. These publicly-accessible trails are maintained by
the Berkshire Natural Resources Council (BNRC), the Stockbridge Bowl Association, and the town of Stockbridge (see
map with regional trail networks labeled, Fig. 6, p. 10). Kripalu’s guided hiking programs take advantage of these trail
networks, and adventurous guests also embark on their own
self-guided excursions on the trails.
vii. Suggested Hikes on Trail Networks Connected to
Kripalu’s Property
Fig. 4. BNRC trails connect to trails on Kripalu’s

Popular destinations for guided hiking programs and adven- property. They offer adventurous guests lots of opturous guests include Olivia’s Overlook, a clearing with an ex- tions to hike along the Yokun Ridge or to destinapansive view of the Stockbridge Bowl, and Monk’s Pond, a tions such as Olivia’s Overlook or Monk’s Pond.
small reservoir that once supplied the Shadowbrook estate.
The following descriptions of suggested hikes are provided as a reference for Kripalu’s marketing team and outdoor program leaders. See also topographic map of hiking trails (Fig. 7, p. 11).
To Olivia’s Overlook: The most direct route from Kripalu to Olivia’s Overlook begins in Kripalu’s
orchard, follows the Brothers Trail, and turns north on the Charcoal Trail to reach the spectacular
view of the lake and the surrounding hills. This route is approximately 1.1 miles and takes about
40 minutes (one way).
Olivia’s Overlook – Monk’s Pond Loop: Many guided hikes make a loop on the BNRC trails to
visit Olivia’s Overlook and Monk’s Pond. After visiting Olivia’s Overlook via Brothers Trail and the
Charcoal Trail, they cross Richmond Mountain Road and take the Burbank Trail up to Monk’s Pond,
then head south on Old Burbank Road, cross Richmond Mountain Road and return to Kripalu’s
property. This loop is approximately 2.6 miles long.

Fig. 5. The view of the Stockbridge Bowl from Olivia’s Overlook at sunset in November. Approximately a 40 minute hike from Kripalu, Olivia’s Overlook is a popular destination for Kripalu guests.
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Fig. 6. Map showing the trail networks connected to Kripalu’s property. See Table 2, below, for descriptions.
Many Kripalu guided hiking programs and adventurous guests use these publicly accessible trails. Map created
by Jessie Griffen using data from 2015 field season, BNRC, and Mass GIS. Property boundary is approximate.
Table 2 Descriptions of the four different trail networks near Kripalu’s land.
Trail Network Name Maintained By

Description

Yokun Ridge Trails

Berkshire Natural
Resource Council
(BNRC)

Moderately difficult hiking trails through forest. Trails traverse some steep,
rocky terrain. Several scenic viewpoints. Well-maintained, marked with trail
signs and blazes. Popular destinations include Olivia’s Overlook and Monk’s
Pond. Parking areas on Richmond Mountain Rd.

Gould Meadows

Town of StockFlat, easy trails through meadows and forest, and along lake front to Bullard
bridge, Gould Mead- Woods. Can be difficult to navigate; few signs. Includes Eagle’s Nest Loop,
ows Committee
which connects to Kripalu’s Mahkeenac Trail. Parking area on Rte. 183.

Tanglewood Connector

Boston Symphony
Orchestra

Trail across private land that skirts around Tanglewood’s beach, connecting
Gould Meadows to Bullard Woods.

Bullard Woods

Stockbridge Bowl
Association

Flat, easy trails on conserved land. Can be difficult to navigate, few signs.
Parking area on W. Hawthorne Rd.
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Fig. 7. Topographic map of hiking trails that connect to Kripalu’s property. This map was created for use by
guests at Kripalu. The original map measures 13 inches by 13 inches; it has been significantly reduced to fit this
page. Text size has been slightly modified for use in this report. Map created by Jessica Griffen using field data
collected in 2015, data compiled from Mass GIS and trail data courtesy of BNRC. Property boundary is approximate.
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Table 3, below, shows trail distances and hiking times for common hiking routes on trail networks connected to Kripalu’s property. It is intended for use with the topographic hiking trails map (Fig. 7, p. 11). Kripalu outdoor leaders
can refer to it for planning, and marketing can use it as a reference when creating communication about hiking
opportunities at Kripalu.
Table 3 Approximate lengths and trail distances of common hiking routes on trail networks connected to Kripalu’s property.
Route Name

Approx.
Length

Approx. time to
walk (one way)

Description

To Olivia’s from Kripalu via
Brothers, Charcoal

1.1 miles
one way

40 min

The most direct route from Kripalu to Olivia’s Overlook begins in Kripalu’s orchard, follows the Brothers Trail, and turns
north on the Charcoal Trail to reach the spectacular view of
the lake and the surrounding hills.

Olivia’s-Monk’s Pond Loop
(to/from Kripalu)

2.6 miles

1.5-2 hrs

Begin in Kripalu’s Orchard. Follow Brothers Trail, then turn
north on the Charcoal Trail. After visiting Olivia’s Overlook,
cross Richmond Mountain Road and follow the Burbank Trail
to the right towards Monk’s Pond. After visiting this small
reservoir that once supplied the Shadowbrook estate, head
south on Old Burbank Road, cross Richmond Mountain Road
and return to Kripalu’s property.

Eagle’s Nest Loop

.6 mile

30 min

Charcoal-Walsh Loop
-to/from Olivia’s Overlook
-to/from Kripalu

1.6 miles
3.3 miles

1-1.5 hrs
2-3 hrs

Burbank Loop
-to/from Olivia’s Overlook
-to/from Kripalu

3.1 miles
3.7 miles

2-3 hrs
2-3.5 hrs

Gentle loop through the woods that begins at junction with
lower Mahkeenac Trail.
Medium difficulty hike through the woods, with several
viewpoints. The route to/from Kripalu begins in the orchard,
and follows the Brothers trail to Charcoal Trail, then follows
the loop on the Walsh Trail, and returns via Brothers.
Medium difficulty loop through the woods, with viewpoint.
The route to/from Kripalu starts in the orchard, crosses
Richmond Road, follows Old Burbank Road, and turns left
at Monk’s Pond to access the Burbank Loop. It returns the
same way after completing the loop.
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II. Trails Assessment
This section of the report documents the state of Kripalu’s trails when I arrived in June 2015, and presents significant concerns. A plan for addressing these concerns, including some actions that have already been implemented,
is documented in III. Trails Management Plan, p. 15.
Concerns regarding Kripalu’s trail system fall into three main categories: they are either navigational, ecological, or
access-related. Navigational concerns prevent guests from easily and safely finding their way at Kripalu. Ecological
concerns are important because they affect trail users and the sustainability of Kripalu’s trails and landscape. For
example, erosion is an ecological concern. After rain events, certain sections of trail may be badly damaged or
washed away. These sections of trail become more difficult to walk on, and soil washes away in the process (for
details on how sedimentation affects the Stockbridge Bowl, see Griffen (2016b), p. 3. Access-related concerns have
to do with barriers that prevent people from using the trails. For example, certain people may not use the trails at
Kripalu because they are unaware of how to find them, or because the trails were not designed for wheelchair use.
I identified the following specific concerns, organized by category (navigational, ecological or access-related) during
summer 2015.
i. Navigation Concerns
Many guests find the outdoors at Kripalu difficult to navigate. During
summer 2015, I directed many confused guests to destinations on
the property such as the labyrinth or the beach, and encountered
many who recounted stories of getting lost on the trails. I identified
the following specific barriers to navigating the outdoors at Kripalu.
Many of these are echoed in Pottern and Wright (2012)’s Landscape
Wayfinding Plan.
•

Difficulty locating trailheads. The three main trailheads on
the property are not clearly visible from the main building. Fig. 8. Two trails diverged in the woods...
and left guests wondering about how to
No signs direct guests to trailheads from the building.
reach their destination.

•

Lack of signs and directional cues. Most junctions leave
guests guessing where trails lead (Fig 8).

•

Lack of connection between trails and destinations. Some
trails are difficult to follow when they leave the woods and
traverse open areas (Fig. 9).

•

Inconsistent design. A few trails have intermittent signs or
markers, but these lack a consistent design. These signs may
create confusion rather than aid navigation because they
Fig. 9. The Shadowbrook Trail crosses
are not posted at consistent, predictable locations.

•

open expanses, including the Mansion
Lawn. It’s difficult to spot where the trail
Outdated, inaccurate map. Guests received a map that was re-enters the woods, and there are no indications of a path to follow across the lawn.
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missing key trails; for example, the recently built Brothers Trail to Olivia’s Overlook. Selected trail
names were mislabeled. Key points of interest, such as the meditation garden, yoga tent and mansion lawn, were missing.
ii. Ecological Concerns
•

Erosion. One area of the Sugar Maple Trail is badly eroded. A road culvert there repeatedly gets clogged (Fig. 10).
This causes flooding and carries away soil. Guests may
skirt this area when flooded, widening the trail and creating a “braided” trail effect. This widens the overall ecological impact of the trail. See also Griffen (2016b), p. 3.

•

Density of trails and ecological impact. Kripalu maintains
Fig. 10. Run off from Route 183, caused by a
many trails on its property. While these trails provide clogged culvert, floods and erodes the Sugar
health and fitness benefits to users and connect destina- Maple Trail.
tions on the property, all trails impact the environment.
Trails fragment wildlife habitat, compact soil, increase runoff and erosion, and can introduce
non-native plant species (Mass DCR, 2015, p. 17).

iii. Access-related Concerns
•

No universally-accessible trails or sidewalks. Kripalu’s property does not have any trails that were
designed to accommodate wheelchairs. There are no sidewalks along the driveways, so pedestrians using the driveways compete for space with cars, a potential safety concern.

•

Inadequate communication to guests about the outdoors. Communication to guests focuses
on activities happening inside the building. The main messages communicated to guests about
the outdoors warn guests about safety hazards such as bears, bees and ticks. While these safety
messages are important, they may make guests feel uneasy about going outdoors. No maps or
information about accessing the outdoors are posted inside the building on the walls—the central
communication system at Kripalu.
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III. Trails Management Plan
Here I recommend strategies and a long-term plan to address the concerns identified in the Trails Assessment.
The Trails Management Plan is intended to document progress made in 2015-2016 and the plan going forward for
Kripalu’s leadership, marketing, and grounds teams. During 2015-2016, I worked with Kripalu’s grounds and marketing teams to improve navigation of Kripalu’s trails. I summarize the results of that work here.
i. Overview: Goals and Strategies
The three overarching goals of this management plan (improve navigation, steward the land, and increase access
and sense of place) address the three main areas of concern identified in the Trails Assessment. The rationale
behind each goal and key strategies to achieve them are presented here. A more detailed table of management
actions is provided in ii. Management Action Plan, p. 16.
1. Improve navigation
Rationale: Address navigational concerns. Navigating outdoors is just as important as navigating indoors. Navigating
the maze of hallways inside the retreat center could be just
as confusing as trying to navigate the trails outdoors—except
that at each junction, user-friendly maps and clear signs direct guests (Fig. 11).
Key strategies:
• Apply a similar, intentional strategy with professional design to make navigating outdoors just as
easy as navigating indoors
• A coordinated effort: marketing and grounds continue to collaborate to accomplish this goal. Marketing carries the creative vision with professional
design expertise, while grounds knows the property
intimately and cares for the trails.
2. Steward the land

Fig. 11. Signs with maps direct guests at every
turn inside Kripalu’s main building.

Rationale: Address ecological concerns. All trails impact the land—our goal is to minimize negative impacts to the
environment while maximizing health and wellbeing benefits to Kripalu’s guests.
Key strategies:
• Know the land—avoid ecologically sensitive areas, plan trails carefully. This report is intended to
provide Kripalu’s grounds team with ecological information necessary to make informed decisions
about constructing and maintaining trails.
• Develop a clear policy about trail access, and guidelines for use.
• Limit negative environmental impacts of heavily used trails by addressing erosion and limiting
new trail construction
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• Follow established best practices for building and maintaining trails.
3. Increase access and sense of place
Rationale: Address access-related concerns. All guests should be able to enjoy the outdoors at Kripalu. Kripalu
has a rich natural and cultural landscape, with many outdoor amenities—the potential to engage guests with the
outdoors is almost limitless. Better communication to guests about outdoor opportunities will encourage them to
venture outdoors and allow them to develop a deeper connection to place at Kripalu.
Key strategies:
• Design a universally-accessible trail to enable all guests to enjoy the outdoors.
• Increase awareness of Kripalu’s outdoor resources. Many guests don’t know the extent of what
is available to them.
• Enhance guest experience with natural history interpretation.
ii. Management Action Plan
In order to achieve the goals stated above, I recommend that Kripalu take the following actions. Significant progress has been made to improve navigation (Goal 1) at Kripalu in 2015-2016. This progress is documented in Table
4. Table 5 recommends future actions needed to further improve navigation and address ecological (Goal 2) and
access-related (Goal 3) concerns.
Table 4 Recommendations that Kripalu has already begun to implement in 2015-2016.
Management recommendation

Goal addressed

Action taken or in progress

Status

Improve connectivity, clarify which
routes are intended for guest use

1

Surveyed trails with grounds; closed redundant or confusing trails

Once (complete)

Identify which trails are most commonly used by guests; name them

1

Collaborated with R&R outdoor staff and
grounds to identify key trails. Facilitated naming process that included leadership, grounds
and marketing teams

Once
(complete)

Create accurate, up-to-date campus
map, featuring contemplative and
historical sites, safety information

1

Marketing, grounds and I collaborated to
produce new, accurate campus map (Appendix A).

Done Nov. 2015;
check in yearly; update as necessary

Create topographic hiking trails map
of trails connected to Kripalu’s land,
include safety information

1

Marketing, grounds and I collaborated to produce new map (Appendix B). As a consultant,
I provided GPS field data and cartography.
Marketing assisted with design and copy.

Done March 2016;
check in yearly; update as necessary

Add directional signs at all trail junctions

1

Grounds and marketing currently collaborating. See iii. Improve Navigation, p. 16, for
detailed recommendations and resources.

In progress as of
March 2016; check
yearly; update as
necessary
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Table 5 The recommended plan for Kripalu’s trail system, including management recommendations and action
steps.
Management recommendation

Goal addressed

Action needed

Refer to
page...

Install trailhead kiosks to display maps and
safety information

1

Draw on maps and information from this report and
design layout for two trailhead locations identified.

17-18

Create institutional policy on public access
to Kripalu’s trails and guidelines for use

1

Grounds, legal and executive Team convene with key
stakeholders (from BNRC, Town of Stockbridge); use
signs to publicize policy as necessary

-

Address erosion on Sugar Maple Trail

2

Work with Town of Stockbridge to address clogged
culvert on Route 183. Repair trail.

20

Discontinue building new trails. Assess
ecological implications and plan accordingly
if new trails desired.

2

Assess the necessity and impact of trails before
deciding to build new ones on Kripalu’s land. Kripalu
already has a high density of trails on its property.

19-22

Design and build a universally accessible
trail.

3

Design concepts in Pottern and Wright (2012). Large
investment, but important future endeavor.

23-24

Create indoor wall displays, featuring maps
and inviting messaging about the outdoors

3

Draw on maps and information from this report and
Griffen (2016b), design layout.

23

Add interpretive signs to sites of interest on
outdoor trails

3

Draw on maps and information from this report and
Griffen (2016b), design layout.

17, 19,
23-24

iii. Improve Navigation: Resources and Recommendations
A well-planned, aesthetically pleasing signage system, plus accurate, user-friendly maps are critical to making navigation safe and easy for guests at Kripalu. The Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation (Mass
DCR) identifies four types of signs with different purposes:

1

2

3

4

1. Trailhead signs and kiosks – display maps and convey information at trail access points
2. Intersection directional signs –indicate trail names and where each trail at a junction leads
3. Reassurance markers and blazes – affirm that users are on the trail, especially in potentially
confusing areas
4. Interpretive displays – educate users about points of interest along the way
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1. Trailhead Kiosks
Trailhead kiosks indicate to users where trails begin, and provide
information about how to use them. Attractive kiosks could draw
guests to Kripalu’s trails and generally heighten their awareness
of outdoor opportunities (Fig. 12). I recommend installing trailhead kiosks, with maps, safety information, and photos of destinations at the following locations on Kripalu’s property:
• At the top of the hill in the orchard, where the trail towards Olivia’s Overlook and Monk’s Pond enters the
woods.
• At the beginning of the Mahkeenac and Shadowbrook Fig. 12. The large wooden kiosk at the Trustees
Trails on the same lawn as the yoga tent, placed before of Reservations’ Monument Mountain attracts
hikers with its colorful display and provides
the bridge to be visible from the driveways.
vital information, including copies of their trail
map and photos of points of interest.

2. Intersection Directional Signs

Mass DCR identifies intersection directional signs (2), which indicate where trails lead, as “the most important
source of information for users.” Installing consistent, clear directional signs is the highest priority for improving
navigation at Kripalu, and for that reason, Kripalu has already begun installing
this type of sign.
Mass Audubon recommends placing a directional sign at every trail junction,
and I believe this will be the most effective strategy at Kripalu. At the same
time, Kripalu will want to be mindful not to create “sign pollution.” Choosing
signs that feature natural materials, are small yet visible, and have a minimalist, clear design can prevent trails from seeming cluttered. Kripalu’s marketing
team is working to create a standard, consistent sign design. I recommend
that they create simple, clear signs that feature the trail name and an arrow,
using their standard font, color palette, and perhaps a mandala to match their
brand. It may also be helpful to print prototype signs to test visibility and usability before printing their final custom signs.
Of the many options for directional signs, Kripalu has decided to use signs
similar to Mass Audubon’s directional signs at their Pleasant Valley Wildlife
Sanctuary (Fig. 13). For reference, at Kripalu’s request, I include here details
on Mass Audubon’s sign specs and vendor. I spoke with Lucy Gertz, Statewide
Education Projects Manager at Mass Audubon, who provided the following
information.

Fig. 13. Mass Audubon’s signs
are clear and easy to read. They
feature the trail name, an arrow,
and Mass Audubon’s logo. A similar design, customized to match
Kripalu’s brand, is recommended.

Mass Audubon uses 8-foot long 4”x 4” cedar posts, sunk 4 feet into the ground. They mount signs that are predrilled, custom-printed plasticized vinyl strips on up to 3 sides of the post, depending on the junction. Their signs
measure 23” long. They cost about $23 each (estimate $18 each if you order more than 50), and they use 2-3 per
post, depending on the junction. She advises pre-drilling them so they don’t crack and break.
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Mass Audubon orders their signs from:
Voss Signs, LLC
112 Fairgrounds Drive P.O. Box 553
Manlius, NY 13104-0553
Phone: 315-682-6418, Email: sales@vosssigns.com
http://www.vosssigns.com/
3. Reassurance Markers
Many organizations use blazes painted on trees or rock cairns (Fig. 14) as
subtle cues to users that they are on the trail. Adding reassurance markers
(3) to areas where trails traverse open areas would help users stay on the
trails, find their destinations and minimize confusion. There are already rock
cairns at certain places on Kripalu’s property—aesthetically, cairns could fit
well into the landscape, and they would be a low-cost, subtle navigation
solution. These would be particularly helpful in two places on Kripalu’s property:
• Kripalu Meditation Path, where it crosses East Drive until it meets
with the Shadowbrook Trail
• Shadowbrook Trail, where it runs along the old mansion foundation Fig. 14. A rock cairn (foreground)
keeps users on the trail in the White
and traverses the open Mansion Lawn
Mountain National Forest.

4. Interpretive Signs
Many organizations use interpretive signs to educate visitors about the natural history of select features along a
trail. Site-specific recommendations for creating interpretive signs at Kripalu are in v. Increase Access and Sense of
Place: Resources and Recommendations, p. 23.
iv. Steward the Land: Resources and Recommendations
All trails impact the land—our goal is to minimize negative impacts to the environment while maximizing health
and wellbeing benefits to Kripalu’s guests. Many existing resources address trail planning, building, and maintenance in detail. As a starting point, I recommend:
•

•

Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation. (2012). Trail Guidelines and Best Practices Manual, available for free online: http://www.mass.gov/eea/agencies/dcr/services-and-assistance/grants-and- technical-assistance/dcr-guidelines.pdf
Demrow, C. and Salisbury, D. (2008). The Appalachian Mountain Club’s Complete Guide to Trail
Building and Maintenance. 4th edition.

This section of the report is meant to complement existing resources and provide information specific to Kripalu
regarding erosion, trail density, and ecologically sensitive areas of the property.
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Erosion
As previously noted (p. 14), a section of the Sugar
Maple Trail is routinely flooded and badly eroded
by a clogged culvert. For ideas on how to address
drainage issues, see “Trail Maintenance” in Mass
DCR (2012), p. 38. Much of Kripalu’s property
has steep slopes (Fig. 15), and any new trail designs should follow natural contours and include
drainage structures to prevent excessive erosion.
See Mass DCR (2012), p. 22-23 for specific recommendations.
Areas with greater than 15% slopes are of partic- Fig. 15. Much of Kripalu’s property has slopes greater than
ular concern, and may be subject to regulation 8%. Trails built on built on steep slopes are susceptible to erounder the Berkshire Section Mountain Act (p. 21). sion, and require special design consideration. Source: MassGIS OLIVER, March 9, 2016.

Trail Density
Mass DCR has defined standards for trail density per acre (Table 6):
Table 6 Mass DCR’s trail density standards, adapted from Mass DCR (2012), p. 16.

Low
Moderate
High
Excessive

0-3 km/sq km
3-6 km/sq km
6-9 km/sq km
Greater than 9 km/sq km

With 3.7 km of trails on its approximately 0.5 sq km property, Kripalu currently has a high density of trails, according to Mass DCR’s standards. Kripalu’s current trail density translates to 7.4 km/sq km. For this reason, I recommend against building new trails at Kripalu. If new trails are deemed necessary for programmatic or other reasons,
I recommend a planning process to minimize ecological impact, specifically focused on controlling erosion and
avoiding ecologically sensitive areas (p. 20-22).
Ecologically Sensitive Areas
Massachusetts state laws protect wetlands and priority habitat areas for rare species. A permit is required to authorize trail construction or other development in these ecologically sensitive areas. Kripalu’s property has both
types of ecologically sensitive areas (Figs. 16 & 17).
Wetlands
Streams, lakes, and wetlands are considered ecologically sensitive areas, and trails have potential to impact them
by changing run-off characteristics and altering vegetation (Mass DCR, 2012, p. 29). In Massachusetts, streams,
wetlands, and rivers are protected under the Wetlands Protection Act. Trails that are built within 100 feet of a
wetland or 200 feet of a stream or river are subject to this legislation, and require filing a “Request for Determi20

nation of Applicability” form with the local conservation commission prior to construction. For more information
and links to the appropriate forms, see “Permitting” in Mass DCR (2012), p. 29-30. Kripalu’s property has wetlands
near the Stockbridge Bowl and several intermittent streams that may be subject to regulation under the Wetlands
Protection Act (Fig 16).
Berkshire Scenic Mountain Act
The Berkshire Scenic Mountain Act, regulated by the Stockbridge Conservation Commission, also applies to some
of Kripalu’s land. This law is intended to preserve the scenic character of the Berkshires and protect the watershed.
Major development projects that involve paving, filling, excavating or significantly altering vegetation (defined as
clear cutting a total of 1/4 acre or more) must be reviewed and approved by the Conservation Commission. The
Berkshire Scenic Mountain Act may apply to new trails on the northern half of the property (Fig. 16), especially if
they are paved. More information can be found on the Town of Stockbridge’s website: http://townofstockbridge.
com/wp/berkshire-scenic-mountain-act/.
Priority Habitat for Rare Species
Fig. 16. Map of the portions of Kripalu’s property that fall under the Wetlands Protect Act or the Berkshire Scenic
Mountain Act. Stockbridge’s Conservation Commission oversees the permitting and regulatory processes associated with development of this land. Source: Hostetter and Manis (2012).
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The Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) maps Priority Habitats of Rare
Species. These Priority Habitats are protected under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA), and any
activity which may disrupt the rare species’ behavior or habitat, including trail building, must be reviewed by the
state.
The southern half of Kripalu’s property overlaps with part of a Priority Habitat area (Fig. 17). This area is also
mapped as an “Estimated Habitat Area of Rare Wildlife.” Estimated Habitat areas, according to NHESP, are “a
sub-set of the Priority Habitats, and are based on the geographical extent of habitat of state-listed rare wetlands
wildlife.” As such, any new trails (or other building projects) on that part of the property are subject to MESA and
the Wetlands Protection Act.
Additional information can be found in Mass DCR (2012), p. 29-30, Griffen (2016b), p. 12, and on NHESP’s website:
http://www.mass.gov/eea/agencies/dfg/dfw/natural-heritage/regulatory-review/##who. Priority Habitat maps
can be viewed online for free: http://maps.massgis.state.ma.us/PRI_EST_HAB/viewer.htm

Fig. 17. Priority and Estimated Habitats, as designated by Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program,
on Kripalu’s Property that may be subject to MESA and the Wetlands Protection Act. Source: MassGIS OLIVER,
March 9, 2016.
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v. Increase Access and Sense of Place: Resources and Recommendations
Concerns related to access to the outdoors at Kripalu center around a lack of universally accessible trails or sidewalks, and inadequate communication to guests about the outdoors.
Universally Accessible Trails
The design and construction of universally accessible trail(s) at Kripalu would be a significant yet impactful investment that could dramatically improve the accessibility of Kripalu’s outdoor landscape, particularly for guests with
physical disabilities. The following key resources could be a launching point for this endeavor:
• In 2012, graduate students Jamie Pottern and Carlos
Wright at the Conway School created design concepts for universally accessible trails at Kripalu in their “Landscape Wayfinding Plan” report (although I would caution against following Lakeside Trails Design Concept 2, which proposes a trail
through the wetland).
• Mass Audubon has recently installed an “All Persons
Trail” at nearby Pleasant Valley Wildlife Sanctuary that could
Fig. 18. Pleasant Valley Sanctuary’s All
serve as inspiration (Fig. 18).
Persons Trail is universally accessible.
Photo credit: Mass Audubon.
• Mass DCR (2012) includes Accessible Design Standards.
Mass Audubon could guide a future resident UVM graduate student
in implementing a similar, yet customized, trail at Kripalu. This would be a cost-effective means to bring further
professional consultation to Kripalu’s trail system. See Sample Kripalu-Mass Audubon Graduate Project Proposal
Griffen (2016c).
Connect the Indoors to the Outdoors
Large indoor wall panels are Kripalu’s main means of communicating to guests. These panels currently feature
maps of the building, program schedules, menus, and photos, but lack information about the outdoors. Kripalu
could display its campus map and hiking trails map on a wall panel, with photos and descriptions of outdoor destinations. Including inviting language about outdoor opportunities, in addition to important safety information,
could increase overall awareness of Kripalu’s trails and outdoor amenities, and make some guests feel more comfortable going outside.
Engage with a Deeper Sense of Place through Interpretation
The captivating natural and cultural history of Kripalu’s property would lend itself well to interpretive signs. Kripalu could use
signs to educate guests about its initiatives to steward its landscape (such as the recently planted native pollinator garden) and
to create a deeper sense of place. During this project, we identified three prime sites for natural history interpretation (Fig. 19):
1. The view of the Berkshires and Stockbridge Bowl
2. Mansion lawn and Camperdown Elm
3. Native pollinator garden

Fig. 19. Three recommended sites on Kripalu’s
grounds for natural history interpretation.
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More information, which could serve as content for interpretive signs, can be found in the companion report, Rapid Ecological Assessment of the Kripalu Grounds: A Brief Natural and Cultural History (Griffen 2016b). Many other
areas on Kripalu’s property could also be conducive to interpretation.
Interpretive signs need not be limited to interpreting natural history. Kripalu could also use interpretive signs to
enhance contemplative use of its outdoor landscape. For example, signs at the labyrinth and the meditation garden could offer ideas about how to use them, and signs at trailheads could offer walking meditation instruction, or
suggestions of places to practice yoga outdoors.
The Spirit in Nature Path Sanctuary, located in Ripton, Vermont, could serve as a model and inspiration for Kripalu
to blend natural history, spirituality, and meditation in its interpretation. According to its mission statement, Spirit
in Nature is “a place of interconnecting paths where people of diverse spiritual traditions may walk, worship, meet,
meditate, and promote education and action toward better stewardship of this sacred Earth.” More information
can be found on the nonprofit organization’s website: http://www.spiritinnature.org/home/
Interpretation is not limited to signs. There
are many creative ways to engage people
with landscapes and trails, from audio tours
to printed maps with self-guided tours to
cell phone apps with interactive maps. Mass
Audubon’s universally accessible trail at
Pleasant Valley features a multi-sensory interpretive trail with an audio tour, booklet, and
signs. Further collaboration between Kripalu,
a Master’s student from UVM’s Ecological
Planning Program, and Mass Audubon could
focus on interpretation, resulting in greater
opportunities for guests to learn about and
connect with nature at Kripalu.

IV. Conclusion

Fig. 20. A map of stops along Pleasant Valley’s multi-sensory interpretive trail, contained in a booklet that visitors can take with them
Stephen on the walk. Source: Mass Audubon.

As Kripalu Scholar-in-Residence
Cope says, many consider Kripalu a “safe and
sacred space.” The 2015-2016 partnership between Kripalu, Mass Audubon, and the University of Vermont’s Ecological Planning Program focused on more fully integrating the outdoor landscape into this ideal, and addressing
concerns identified in the Assessment, with emphasis on ensuring that guests can safely and easily find their way
on the trails. This report provides Kripalu with resources and maps to protect the ecological integrity of its property, and strategies to increase access to the outdoors. Ultimately, I recommend that Kripalu continue the partnership, in order to implement universally accessible and interpretive trails. Mass Audubon has successfully added
both types of trail at many of its wildlife sanctuaries, and could guide a future resident UVM graduate student in
creating similar, yet customized, trails for Kripalu that could make the grounds even more safe and sacred, and
accessible to more people (see See Sample Kripalu-Mass Audubon Graduate Project Proposal Griffen (2016c)).
This would be a cost-effective means to bring further professional consultation to the trail system and help Kripalu
realize its full potential to connect guests to nature.
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Appendix A: Campus Map
Kripalu’s newly redesigned campus map, created in collaboration with Kripalu’s marketing and grounds teams as
part of this project. The map distributed to guests measures 13” by 13”, and has been altered to fit this page.
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Appendix B: Trail Map
Kripalu’s newly redesigned topographic trail map, created in collaboration with Kripalu’s marketing and grounds
teams as part of this project. The map measures 13” by 13”, and has been altered to fit this page. Kripalu’s marketing team is currently adding copy and design elements, so the final map distributed to guests will be slightly
different.
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Sample Kripalu-Mass Audubon Graduate Project Proposal
For submission to the UVM Field Naturalist and Ecological Planning Programs
Created by Jessica Griffen, March 2016
This sample project proposal follows the proposal format of the University of Vermont (UVM)’s Field Naturalist and Ecological Planning Programs. Some language is borrowed from the original 2015 project proposal. As part of my 2015-2016
project, I recommended that Kripalu, Mass Audubon and UVM continue to collaborate by commissioning a future graduate
project. This sample proposal is intended to outline what that project could look like, to facilitate the process of further
collaboration.
SAMPLE PROPOSAL
1. Organization
Kripalu
Kripalu’s mission is to empower people and communities to realize their full potential through the transformative wisdom
and practice of yoga. Kripalu was formed in 1966 to promote yoga and uplift the physical, mental, and spiritual well-being
of individuals. For more than 40 years, Kripalu has remained a place where people come together to deeply inquire into
the core issues of life, explore new and healthier ways of being, and put inspiration into practice.
Kripalu’s vision is to build an awakened, compassionate, and connected world. From our point of view, a connected world
is a critical challenge of our time and the answer to many of our societal problems. The only way we can address the complexity of our personal lives and society as a whole is for more of us to explore, understand, and experience what it means
to live an integrated life in which we feel fully alive, connected to others, and committed to fostering the welfare of the
whole. We call this exploring the yoga of life.
Mass Audubon
Mass Audubon’s mission is to protect the nature of Massachusetts for people and wildlife. Together with more than
100,000 members, we care for 35,000 acres of conservation land, provide school, camp, and other educational programs
for 225,000 children and adults annually, and advocate for sound environmental policies at local, state, and federal levels.
Founded in 1896 by two inspirational women who were committed to the protection of birds, Mass Audubon is now one
of the largest and most prominent conservation organizations in New England. Today we are respected for our sound science, successful advocacy, and innovative approaches to connecting people and nature. Each year, our statewide network
of wildlife sanctuaries welcomes nearly half a million visitors of all ages, abilities, and backgrounds and serves as the base
for our work.

2. Contact information
Kripalu
Primary contact person:
Stephen Cope (or other willing leader at Kripalu)
Kripalu Center
57 Interlaken Road
Stockbridge, MA 01262
[email, phone number]
www.kripalu.org

Mass Audubon
Primary contact person:
Becky Cushing, FN alumni and Berkshire Wildlife Sanctuaries Director (or other willing leader at Mass Audubon)
Pleasant Valley Wildlife Sanctuary
472 W. Mountain Rd.
Lenox, MA 01240
[email, phone number]
www.massaudubon.org
3. Proposed research project
Some combination of the ideas below could work well, depending on Kripalu’s priorities and needs.
Kripalu would like to facilitate a deeper connection between its guests and the natural landscape. Situated among thousands of acres of conserved wild lands in the heart of the Berkshires, Kripalu has the potential to connect thousands of
guests to nature each year.
In 2015-2016, a graduate student from UVM’s FNEP Programs worked in partnership with Kripalu Center for Yoga and
Health and Mass Audubon to help Kripalu realize its potential to engage guests with the landscape. The proposed project
builds on that work and has several components:
1) Pilot and deliver natural history programs to Kripalu guests
The student would develop and offer a series of environmental programs for Kripalu guests. With support from Mass Audubon, the student would offer approximately one short program per week. They would build on existing natural history programs, and test out two new themes as part of the R&R retreat program. AND/OR The student would help Mass Audubon
develop and pilot a longer “Healthy Living” 3-5 day program at Kripalu that integrates natural history with comtemplative
practice and/or yoga.
2) Interpretation
The captivating natural and cultural history of Kripalu’s property would lend itself well to interpretation. Kripalu could educate guests about its initiatives to steward its landscape (such as the recently planted native pollinator garden) and create
a deeper sense of place with interpretation. The student would work with Kripalu’s marketing team to share the stories
of Kripalu’s grounds with guests.
3b) Universally-Accessible Trail Design
Kripalu has many existing trails on its property, but none are universally-accessible. The student would work with Kripalu
to design and plan for the implementation of a universally-accessible trail on its property. This trail could also be an interpretive trail.
OR 3b) Ecological Management
The student would work with Kripalu’s grounds staff to support their efforts to manage the property sustainably. Potential
avenues of support include: setting up a simple monitoring program for pollinator meadows, planning for more meadows
or reforestation of areas of lawn, managing invasive species, or creating an ecological management plan.
Landscape description (size, location, vegetation, etc.)
Kripalu owns approximately 125 acres in Stockbridge, MA on the Stockbridge Bowl. The retreat center property features a
mixture of forest, meadow, wetland, lake front, and cultivated habitats. The property’s time as a Gilded Age estate and later as a Jesuit novitiate shaped the current landscape, and remnants of its past remain on the landscape for curious visitors

to discover, including mansion ruins and horticultural specimens interspersed throughout the forest. For more detail, see
Rapid Ecological Assessment of the Kripalu Grounds (Griffen, 2016).
Field Work
The project would involve fieldwork with some flexibility depending on the interests of the student and desired methods.
The student would be part of the Kripalu community and would interact regularly with Kripalu guests as part of their fieldwork.
Lodging and Transportation
Lodging will be provided on Kripalu’s property during the summer field season. No transportation is provided.
Desired Skills
The successful applicant will be a well-rounded, highly motivated student who is excited about finding innovative ways to
connect people to nature at Kripalu. Ideally, they would have the following skills and experience:
-Excellent written and oral communication skills
-Strong knowledge of ecological principles and their application, and the natural history of New England
-Willingness and grace in engaging with people from diverse backgrounds and perspectives
-Creative problem-solving skills, with the ability to work constructively and affect action within a large institutional setting
-Experience leading outdoor education or natural history programs
-An existing yoga or meditation practice would be preferable; or at mimimum, openness and desire to learn

